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PART 1. Bula!
“Bula!”, the Fijian ‘hello’, is probably the best-
known Fijian word. Whatever their own language, 
people who come from Fiji like to say bula to each 
other when they meet in other parts of the world. 
It has even become the name of a kind of shirt and 
the casual, colourful style of dress for which Fiji 
is famous. Originally bula meant ‘to live’ or ‘to be 
alive’, and it is a way of wishing someone good 
health and a long life.
But bula is not the only Fijian word for ‘hello’. In 
fact, throughout the western part of Fiji, including 
western Vitilevu, the Yasawa and Mamanuca 
islands, and Vatulele, the usual word for ‘hello’ is 
cola (pronounced thola). So if you are in western 
Fiji, try saying cola instead of bula, and the gesture 
will be appreciated. There is also a slightly more 
enthusiastic way of saying hello: bula vinaka, 
literally ‘good life’, and the western equivalent of 
this is cola vinā.
Finally, there is another, more respectful, way of 
saying hello, which is by adding nī before the bula 
or bula vinaka. So Nī bula or Nī bula vinaka is what 
you might say if you were formally introduced to a 
chief, or a person of high status such as a mayor or 
member of parliament.
In the morning, people are more likely to say yadra, 
which literally means ‘awake’. This corresponds to 
‘good morning’ in English. Again, the respectful 
way of saying ‘good morning’ is nī yadra. 
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You can reply to any of these greetings by repeating 
the same, or you can simply say io, literally 
meaning ‘yes’ – and always remember to smile!

So what’s “ni sa bula”?
You’ll probably see and hear a lot of the expression 
“Ni sa bula” – but one thing you won’t hear is 
Fijians saying it to each other. It’s an example of the 
kind of Fijian that linguists call ‘foreigner talk’ – a 
simplifi ed kind of Fijian, a bit like baby talk, that is 
used to people who don’t speak Fijian well. So it’s 
become something of a tradition to say things like 
Ni sa bula or Ni sa bula vinaka for ‘hello’, Nī sā yadra 
for ‘good morning’, and Ni sa moce for ‘goodbye’ 
to visitors, even though Fijians don’t actually say 
these things among themselves.

How easy is it to learn Fijian?
In many ways, learning Fijian is easy for English 
speakers. The first and most obvious thing that 
makes it easy is the fact that it uses the Roman 
alphabet, the same one that is used in English. 
Then there is the spelling system. Because it was 
only devised less than two hundred years ago, 
and hasn’t has hundreds of years to go haywire 
like English, Fijian spelling is quite regular. With 
just a few exceptions, words are spoken as they’re 
written, and written as they’re spoken. There are a 
few uses of letters for sounds that English speakers 
will find strange, or difficult, at first - as we will see 
soon when we look at pronunciation - but they are 
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soon learnt, and once you get the hang of it you’ll 
find pronouncing Fijian is quite simple.
Another thing that makes learning Fijian easy is 
the environment. Fijian-speakers themselves really 
love it when visitors make an effort to speak Fijian, 
and have great patience with learners. They also 
enjoy a good laugh, so if you make a mistake just 
have a good laugh with them!
If you’re from Fiji, the chances are that you already 
know at least a hundred words of Fijian, possibly 
many more. Many Fijian words are used in 
everyday English and Hindi in Fiji – for example 
yaqona, mataqali, dalo, rourou and sa! If you’re 
from one of Fiji’s neighbours, such as Australia or 
New Zealand, then you probably already know 
maybe a couple of Fijian words, and some names 
of places and rugby players (though you may be 
pronouncing them wrongly!).
The major difficulties for beginners are mastering 
the pronouns and the possessives. Fijian has 
fifteen subject pronouns (as opposed to just seven 
in English), and there are 24 different ways of 
translating the English word ‘our’ in Fijian. The 
tense system is also very different from English. So 
it will take a bit of solid sweat and swatting to get 
those basics right.
The difficulties really start when you get more 
advanced – it’s very often the case that you say 
things differently in Fijian, and it sounds strange if 
you just translate word for word. To give a simple 
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example, if you send me to look for someone, I 
might come back and say “I couldn’t find him”. 
I could translate this word for word into Fijian 
as Au ā sega ni rawa ni kunei koya, which would 
be understood, but not idiomatic. A native Fijian 
speaker would not say it that way. They would 
be much more likely to say simply, E yali, which 
translates as “He’s missing.”
Another example might be if I were leaving to 
go shopping and a friend wanted to come with 
me. I would say Au sa lai volivoli mada (‘I’m going 
shopping if you don’t mind’). If my friend were 
speaking in English, they might say: “Can I come 
with you?” This could be translated word for word 
into Fijian as: Au rawa ni lako vata kei iko?, and 
again this would be understood, but would give 
away my friend as not being a native speaker of 
Fijian. The normal way a native speaker would say 
this would be Daru lako? (‘shall you and I go?’) or 
simply Kedaru?, literally, ‘You and I?’.
But this book is just a beginner’s foray into Fijian, 
so that needn’t concern you greatly. Just work 
on getting the basics right – and if you do feel 
you’d like to probe more deeply, there’s a list 
of recommended books in Part 16. But always 
remember, your best teacher is someone who 
speaks Fijian natively.
My theory of language learning is very simple: 
it’s a combination of three factors, all of which are 
important. One is having the innate ability to learn 
languages – which not everyone is endowed with. 
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The second is having the means to learn – books, 
teachers, native speakers and so on. The third, and 
most important, is simply motivation: if you really 
want to learn Fijian, you will. Conversely, even if 
you have a flair for learning languages and the best 
teachers and materials, if you’re heart’s not in it, 
then you’re wasting your time!

So:  Mo gūmatua na vuli vosa!

PART 2. Sounds of Fijian
Fijian uses the Roman alphabet, as do English and 
most European languages, but some of the letters 
represent sounds in ways that are unexpected 
for English speakers. To start off with the easiest, 
the following letters should present no problems, 
as they represent the same sounds as they do in 
English spelling: f, h, l, m, n, s, w, and y.
The vowels are a little different from English – 
and how different they are depends on what kind 
of English you speak! But if you are a speaker of 
German, Italian or Spanish, you should have no 
problems at all, because the five vowels (a, e, i, o, 
u) are pronounced almost exactly the same. The 
pronunciation is roughly as follows:
 a as in ‘spa’
 e  as in ‘pet’
 i  as in ‘machine’
 o  as in ‘sore’
 u  as in ‘too’
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Two vowels together retain their original 
pronunciation (unlike in English), so that lai is 
pronounced like ‘lie’, cei like ‘they’, kau like ‘cow’, 
and so on.
In this book, some vowels have a line over the top: 
ā, ē, ī, ō, ū. This line is called a ‘macron’, and is used 
in Fijian and other Pacific languages to show that 
the vowel is long – so it’s pronounced significantly 
longer than the same vowel without a macron. It’s 
a bit like the difference between the vowel in ‘sit’ 
(short) and ‘seat’ (long).
Getting the length of the vowels right is important. 
For example, vuvu means ‘muddy’, but vūvū 
means ‘jealous’, and takes about twice as long 
to pronounce. There are many more examples 
like this. Fijians themselves don’t usually write 
macrons, since it is not part of the system of 
writing taught at school, but they are essential for 
the language learner, so are used in this book. Here 
are some small differences in the pronunciation of 
consonants that English speakers need to bear in 
mind:

b, d  have a preceding nasal consonant, so b 
sounds like ‘mb’ and d like ‘nd’

k, p, t  are as in English, but without the puff of 
breath that usually follows. Also, t often 
sounds like ‘ch’ before the vowel i, so 
oti is often pronounced as if it were oji 
(‘ochi’).

r  is rolled, as in Scottish English, Spanish, 
etc.
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 v  is pronounced by placing the lips 
together (not with the lower lip against 
the upper teeth as in English).

The following are a bit trickier:
 c  is like the ‘th’ in ‘that’ (not as in ‘thin’)
 g  is like the ‘ng’ in ‘hang’ (not as in ‘finger’)
 j  is like ‘ch’, but without the puff of breath 

that usually follows
 q  is like the ‘ng’ in ‘finger’ (not as in ‘hang’)

So, to recap, the consonants that differ from 
English are these:
 b  ‘mb’
 c  ‘th’ as in ‘that’ (not ‘thin’)
 d  ‘nd’
 g  ‘ng’ as in ‘hang’ (not ‘finger’)
 j  ‘ch’ without the puff of breath that 

follows
 k  ‘k’ without the puff of breath that follows
 p  ‘p’ without the puff of breath that follows
 q  ‘ng’ as in ‘finger’ (not ‘sing’)
 r  rolled
 t  ‘t’ without the puff of breath that follows, 

often ‘ch’ before i
 v  with lips together
Notice that the name of the famous rugby 
player Tuqiri is tunggiri, not tukiri as it’s usually 
mispronounced by English-speakers.
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Some maps and tourist publications use a spelling 
system which is meant to be easier for English 
speakers, spelling Moce as ‘Mothe’, Beqa as 
‘Mbengga’, and so on.
It is quite easy to know which vowel to stress. If 
the final vowel is a long vowel, it is stressed; if 
not, the one before it is stressed. For example, in 
manā ‘mangrove lobster’ and Mānā (name of an 
island), the stress is on the final vowel, but in mana 
‘effective’, the first vowel is stressed.
Intonation is the sing-song pattern of the voice. It’s 
important in distinguishing between statements 
and questions because word order doesn’t change 
for questions, as it does in English (e.g. ‘you are 
sick’ as opposed to ‘are you sick?’). In questions, 
the pitch rises towards the end of the sentence. 
So kana with low pitch is an order for someone to 
eat, but kana? with high rising pitch is a question 
meaning ‘would you like to eat?’.
Now that you know how Fijian is pronounced, 
turn to the end of this book and try to pronounce 
some of the words listed there. Best if you have a 
Fijian friend or two on hand to correct you. You 
might also enjoy trying to pronounce some names 
of Fijian people or places.
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PART 3. Who
speaks Fijian?
It’s commonly believed that Fijian is only spoken 
by indigenous Fijians, but this is not true. Although 
in this book I’ll be using the term “Fijian” as a 
convenient way of referring to all the people who 
speak Fijian as their first language, in fact many 
other communities now speak Fijian. The people 
of Solomon Islands and Vanuatu origin, whose 
ancestors came here about 150 years ago, and who 
now number about 10,000, are all native Fijian 
speakers. So are many of the people of Rotuman 
and other Pacific island origin, such as Samoans 
and Tongans, and quite a few Chinese. All the 
10,000 or so kailoma (people of mixed origin, 
usually descendants of a European man and a 
Fijian woman) used to speak Fijian, and most of 
them still do. And while practically all Fiji Indians 
speak Fiji Hindi as their first language, there are 
many, particularly males, who are also fluent in 
Fijian, or at least speak Pidgin Fijian. There are 
many different varieties of Fijian. For a start, there 
are about 300 regional dialects. Of these, maybe one 
hundred are ‘western’ and two hundred ‘eastern’. 
These two groups are very distinct, so much so 
that they should be considered totally different 
languages. Below are a few examples of common 
words that differ between a typical western dialect 
– I’ve chosen Nadi since it’s the closest town to the 
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International Airport – and Standard Fijian, which 
is eastern:

Nadi  Standard   English
 Fijian 
la  lako | go
qu  au | I
maru  keirau | us two (not you)
bālō  lasu | tell a lie
kova  dabe | sit
tavukē  i keri  | there (where you are)
were  vale | house
mataku  rere  | afraid
vulau  goneyalewa | girl
Standard Fijian – which is what we are learning 
in this book – is often called ‘Bauan’, but linguists 
prefer to use ‘Bauan’ to refer to the language 
spoken on the island of Bau, which is not the same 
as Standard Fijian.
Written Fijian used to be, and still is to some extent, 
based on the type of Fijian spoken by Europeans 
in the nineteenth century, so if you read Fijian, 
you may come across some unfamiliar words. The 
most common are ko for o, ki for i, koya for yā, kivei 
for vei, edaidai for nikua and kītaka for cakava.
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PART 4. What to
say after “bula”
It’s all very well saying “bula”, but that won’t get 
you very far in a conversation. You need to learn 
some more words, and the easiest ones to start 
with are ‘exclamations’, which always come in 
handy. The most commonly used exclamations 
and one-word expressions are these:
dē dua | maybe
dou  | good heavens, wow!
iē  | good heavens, wow!
io  | yes
isa  | how charming, how sad, 

what a pity
neu | how disgusting
ō  | yes (when your name is 

called)
oi  | I see
sā  | you’re joking
sā dina | really
sega  | no
se bera  | not yet
Whereas in English we tend to ask each other 
about our health, (“How are you?”), when Fijians 
meet they tend to ask about where they’re going, 
so the usual question after “bula” (or sometimes 
instead of “bula”) is:
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O lai vei? | Where are you going?

There are three ways to answer this – you take the 
trouble to say where it is you’re headed, or you can 
say what it is you’re going to do, or you can give 
a vague answer that is polite but doesn’t actually 
give away your route or intentions!

If you take the first option, your answer will be 
something like:

Au lako i vale | I’m going home

Au lako i nakoro | I’m going to my village

Au lako i tāoni  | I’m going to town

Au lako i na sitoa | I’m going to the shop

Au lako i waitui | I’m going to the sea

For the second option, some likely answers are:

Au lai kana  | I’m going to eat
Au lai moce  | I’m going to sleep
Au lai sili  | I’m going to have a shower/ 
  bath
Au lai sili waitui  | I’m going for a swim in the  
  sea
Au lai lotu  | I’m going to a church service
Au lai volivoli  | I’m going shopping
Au lai qito  | I’m going to play (sports)

Au lai yaloyalo  | I’m going to watch a film
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For the third option, there are all sorts of 
uninformative answers you can use:

Au lako vāqō  | I’m going this way, in this 
direction

Au lako i keā  | I’m going over there

Au wāvoki tū gā | I’m just wandering around

You can make any of the answers above more 
polite by adding the word mada after the verb, for 
example:

Au lako mada i vale | I’m going home, if you don’t 
mind

Au lai kana mada | I’m going to eat, if you don’t 
mind

Au lako mada vāqō  | I’m going in this direction, if 
you don’t mind

Another common greeting – usually to someone 
you know - is:

Vakacava tiko? |  How are things?

To which you might reply (truthfully I hope):

Wānanavu |  excellent

Totoka tū |  fine
Toso vakamālua | not so bad (literally, moving 

slowly)
Set tiko |  great
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PART 5.  Some 
common myths
There are quite a number of popular myths about 
Fijian, even among Fijian-speakers themselves. 
Generally they tend to denigrate Fijian, and 
compare it unfavourably with the colonial 
language, English. They probably originate from 
things Fijian speakers were taught in school by 
their teachers, who were originally native English 
speakers.
One such myth is that Fijian is a longwinded 
language. Even highly educated people will 
tell you that it always takes twice as long to say 
something in Fijian as it does in English – but it’s 
simply not true. All things being equal, a Fijian 
translation of an English sentence will be about 
the same length as the original, and vice versa. 
Obviously such factors as the skill of the translator 
and the subject matter will have an affect.
Another myth is that Fijian is an impoverished 
language, with a small vocabulary. Again, this is 
not true. There are some areas where English does 
have more everyday words than Fijian but there are 
some other areas (such as verbs meaning ‘carry’ or 
words for ‘cousin’) where Fijian has a much greater 
choice of vocabulary. It’s true that Fijian speakers 
borrow English words to talk about certain things, 
but the reverse is equally true – English needs to 
borrow words from Fijian in certain fields.
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Because of the belief in the poverty of Fijian 
vocabulary, myths have grown up over the years 
that some Fijian words are from English, when 
they’re not. There are only so many sounds in 
human languages, and only so many ways of 
stringing them together, so different languages 
often contain words which have similar sounds 
and meanings purely by chance. A couple of 
examples are Fijian matua meaning (among other 
things) ‘mature’, and the old chestnuts kol meaning 
‘dog’ and vuaka meaning ‘pig’, which generations 
of English speakers have wrongly presumed to be 
derived from ‘collie’ and ‘porker’. Another one 
is tulou or tilou, a word of apology for invading 
someone’s space, which is popularly (but wrongly) 
said to have come from Captain Cook saying “too 
low” as he walked through a door!
But perhaps the most widespread myth in Fiji is 
not to do with language. It is the ‘Kaunitoni myth’ 
– the belief that the Fijians originate from East 
Africa (specifi cally Tanganyika) and sailed here 
on a canoe called the Kaunitoni, landing at Vuda, 
north of where Nadi International Airport now 
is. This whole saga, though still believed in by 
many Fijians and still to be found in many tourist 
publications and even school books, was invented 
by English missionaries in the late nineteenth 
century. Because they included it the school 
history syllabus, it became widely propagated and 
accepted.
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PART 6. The tricky 
part - pronouns
Now we come to the difficult bit, the pronouns 
– and there’s no point trying to avoid it, because 
you can’t really say a sentence in Fijian without a 
pronoun, other than the one-word expressions and 
exclamations we’ve already looked at.
In the tables below, first person means ‘I, me, we, 
us’, first person inclusive means ‘me or us and 
you’, second person means ‘you’, and third person 
means ‘he, she, it, they, them.’
Singular number means one person, dual means 
two, paucal means a small number, and plural 
means a large number. So, to start off with the 
short pronouns, these are the ones that are used 
as subjects of verbs (and don’t worry if you don’t 
know what that means, there will be examples 
below). Here they are:
Short pronouns

Person/#  single  dual  paucal  plural
1st au, u  keirau  keitou  keimami
1st incl.   daru,  edaru tou,  datou,  
   edatou da,  eda
2nd  o  drau,  dou, odou  nī, onī
  odrau 
3rd  e  rau, erau  ratou, ra, era
   eratou
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For example:
au kilā  | I know
o kilā? | do you know?
e kilā  | he/she knows
keirau na lako | we (two) will go home
i vale
keitou na lako |  we (group) will go home
i vale
keimami na |  we (many) will go home
lako i vale
daru lako | let’s go (you and I)
tou lako |  let’s go (you and I and 

another or some others)
da lako  |  let’s go (you and I and many 

others)
drau mai kana!  |  come and eat (you two)
dou mai kana!  |  come and eat (you group)
nī mai kana!  |  come and eat (you many, or 

respectful to one)
rau lako i vei? | where are they (two) going?
ratou lako i vei? |  where are they (group) 

going?
era lako i vei? |  where are they (many) 

going?
The second set of pronouns you need to learn are 
the long pronouns. These are used on their own 
(usually after the article o) or as objects of verbs, 
in which case the final vowel of the verb changes 
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from a to i. To take a simple example, o iko means 
‘you (one person)’, and au raici iko means ‘I see you’ 
(or “I saw you’). Note that the verb raica meaning 
‘see’ changes to raici because it is followed by a 
pronoun.

Here is the table of long pronouns:
Long pronouns

Person/#  single  dual  paucal plural
1st  yau keirau keitou keimami
1st incl.   kēdaru kedatou keda
2nd  iko kemudrau kemudou  kemunī
3rd  koya rau  ratou, ira
   iratou

Some examples of use on their own:
O cei e lako?  | Who’s going? I am.
O yau.
O cei e lako?  | Who’s going? We (two) are.
O keirau.
Kemudrau kei cei?  | You and who else? (literally, 

you two with who?)

and as the object of a verb:
O raici keitou?  | Do you see us (group)?
Au rogoci ira.  |  I heard them (many).
E lasutaki kēdaru.  | He’s telling lies to you and 

me.
Now learn them!!
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PART 7.  Fiji’s 
other languages
Fijian is, of course, not the only language spoken in 
Fiji, though some kind of Fijian is the first language 
of over half of the population. The second most 
widely spoken language of the home is Fiji Hindi, 
which is the mother-tongue of around 40 per cent 
of the people of Fiji. The remaining 6 per cent or 
so speak such languages as Rotuman, Kiribati, 
Gujarati, and Cantonese. English is prominent 
in education, business (including tourism) and 
government, but is the home language of probably 
no more than one per cent of the population.
Fiji Hindi is unique to Fiji. It emerged in the late 
nineteenth century as a mixture of a number of 
dialects of Hindi from northeast India, which is 
where most of the earliest indentured immigrants 
came from. It probably resembles Bhojpuri more 
than any other language. The speakers of Fiji 
Hindi tend to consider their language inferior, and 
only Standard Hindi is used in schools and in the 
media, but recently a number of books have been 
published in Fiji Hindi, and it is increasingly heard 
on the radio and TV. Two common ways of saying 
“how are you” in Fiji Hindi are kaise? and rait he?.
There are also three pidgin languages in Fiji 
that are used when people with different first 
languages need to talk to each other – most 
typically in markets, but in other places too. Pidgin 
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Fijian is used mainly by Indians and to some 
extent by Chinese. Pidgin Hindi is used mostly 
by Fijians, specially in the ‘cane belt’ – areas of 
western Vitilevu and northern Vanualevu with a 
concentration of sugar cane farms. Finally there 
is a kind of Pidgin English, not to be confused 
with the better-known Melanesian pidgins, that is 
spoken pretty well everywhere, but especially in 
school playgrounds.

PART 8.  Another tricky 
part - possession
Without getting too technical, possession is 
something all languages do with nouns to show 
who owns it, or uses it, or does it, or is in some 
other way connected with it. Some typical English 
possessive phrases are ‘my house’, ‘your leaving’, 
‘her age’, ‘the boy’s dog’ and so on.

In English there is really only one type of 
possession, but in Fijian there are at least four 
types. The first type we need to learn is ‘suffixed 
possession’, which is used only with certain nouns 
that refer to relationships, parts of the body or 
parts of things. Examples of nouns that are suffix 
possessed are tama- ‘father’, ulu- ‘head’, and drau- 
‘leaf’. In this book, a hyphen after a noun means 
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that it is suffix possessed. Here are the possessive 
pronouns for this type of possession:
Suffixed possessive pronouns

Person/#  single  dual  paucal  plural
1st  qu  ikeirau  ikeitou  ikeimami
1st incl.   daru  datou  da
2nd  mu  mudrau  mudou  munī
3rd  na  drau  dratou  dra
Don’t be put off by this table – if you look at 
it carefully, you’ll see that these pronouns are 
actually very similar to the pronouns we’ve 
already learned in Part 6. Here are some examples 
of how they’re used:

Na luve-qu  | My child (son or daughter)
Na ulu-mu  | Your head
Na drau-na  | Its leaf/leaves
Na liga-dra  | Their hands
Taura na liga-qu  | Take my hand, Hold my 

hand.
The hyphens in these examples are there to help 
you see where the noun ends and the possessive 
suffix begins, but normally this hyphen is not 
written.
Other nouns, that is, ones that are not suffi x 
possessed, are possessed in one of three main 
ways. The most common is ‘general possession’ 
which is used when you simply own something, or 
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are using it, or do something. These are the general 
possessive pronouns:

General possessive pronouns

Person/#  single  dual  paucal  plural
1st  noqu  neirau  neitou  neimami
1st incl.   nōdaru  nodatou  noda
2nd  nomu  nomudrau  nomudou  nomunī
3rd  nona  nōdrau  nodratou  nodra
Again, they are not as daunting as it may seem at 
first sight, because the suffi xes are much the same 
as the ones we’ve already learnt. These possessives 
come before the noun, and are sometimes preceded 
by the article na, as in these examples:
(Na) noqu motokā   | My car
(Na) nomu lori   | Your (singular) lorry/truck
(Na) neitou vale   |  Our house (group, family)
(Na) nodratou   | Their (group) sadness
rarawa

If the person eats (or will eat or has eaten) the 
noun, then the no part is changed to ke-:
(Na) kequ dalo  | My taro
(Na) keda kākana  |  Our (many, including you) 

food
(Na) kedratou ika   | Their (group) fish
If the person drinks it (or will drink it or has drunk 
it), the no changes to me-:
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(Na) mequ wai  | my water (which I drink)
(Na) meirau  | our (two, not you) kava
yaqona
(Na) memunī tī   | your (polite, or many) tea
Finally, if the possessor is not a pronoun but a 
person’s name, the words used are i, nei, kei, and 
mei:
Na mata i Jo  |  Jo’s eye
Na vinivō  |  Mary’s dress/frock
nei Mere
Na keke kei Samu  | Samu’s cake (which he eats)
Na bia mei Su  | Su’s beer (which she drinks)

PART 9.  People’s names
Fijian names are not only great for practicing your 
pronunciation, they also often have interesting 
meanings that give insights into Fijian culture of 
the past and the present.
Typically, a Fijian has three names. The first is a 
Christian name, the second a traditional name, and 
the third a surname. The idea of having a surname 
is relatively new, and most Fijians don’t use them 
unless dealing with officialdom. Some people also 
have chiefly titles, which come at the beginning of 
the name.
Christian names originate mostly from the 
nineteenth century, when Christianity was 
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introduced. They are usually the names of biblical 
characters (Jone John, Mere Mary), missionaries 
(Watisoni Watson, Kalivati Calvert), monarchs 
(Kiniviliame King William, Napolioni Napoleon) 
or, for Catholics, saints (Akusitino Augustine, 
Berenadeta Bernadette). Catholics also have 
different versions of biblical names, based on Latin 
rather than English, such as Ioane John and Maria 
Mary. Like English Christian names, many of them 
have shortened versions that are used mainly by 
close friends and family (Jo Joe, Su Sue, Ili or Beta 
short for Ilisābeta Elizabeth).
Traditional Fijian names go way back, some 
perhaps thousands of years. They are mostly 
commemorative, given to a child in memory of 
an important event that occurred in the village 
or country, or something that happened to a 
relative. Once acquired, these names can be 
passed on though generations, by naming children 
after relatives (their yaca or namesake), rather 
than making up a new name. A well-known 
commemorative name is Tānoa, which marked 
the introduction of a particular style of kava bowl 
into Fiji from Tonga. Another is Sukuna, the name 
which Cakobau, the chief of Bau, gave his eldest son 
to commemorate the introduction of a new type of 
vessel, the schooner.
Many Fijian names were originally badges of 
honour – names given to warriors to commemorate 
their prowess in battle. Among the best known 
of these are Koroi, Waqa, Tora and Kolī. Not all 
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traditional names are ancient, because Fijians 
(and particularly Lauans) still make up new 
commemorative names, such as Talemailepanoni 
(literally, returned from the Lebanon) to mark the 
return of a soldier from peace-keeping duties in the 
Lebanon.
The most common titles for chiefs are Rātū for 
men and Adi for women, but there are a number 
of others that are used in particular places, such as 
Roko for men, Bulou for women, and Rō for both.
It is common to address people with positions of 
importance in society by their profession, such 
as qasenivuli ‘teacher’, talatala ‘church minister’, 
vuniwai, or by the profession of their spouse, such 
as radinitalatala ‘minister’s wife’. In some parts of 
Fiji it is polite to address someone with a child 
using the (eldest) child’s name, such as tamai Samu 
‘father of Samu’, tinai Samu ‘mother of Samu’.

PART 10. To be 
and to have
Two of the most commonly used verbs in 
English, and other European languages, are ‘to 
be’ (including ‘am’, ‘are’, ‘was’ and so on) and 
‘to have’ (including ‘has’ and ‘had’). There are no 
direct equivalents in Fijian, but there are ways of 
expressing the same concepts.
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One of the meanings of ‘to be’ is to identify 
someone or something as one of a class of people 
or things. In this case, Fijian does without the verb:
O yau na  | I am a teacher
qasenivuli
O iko na vuniwai?  | Are you a doctor?
Qori nomu vale?  | Is that your house?
or Nomu vale qori?

Another meaning of ‘to be’ is to say that something 
exists, or where it is situated. In this case, Fijian 
uses one of a number of verbs, the most common 
being tiko and tū:
Au tiko i vale  | I’m at home
E tū na suka? | Is there any sugar?

‘To be’ is also used to make continuous tenses. 
Here, Fijian uses tiko after the verb:
Au vuka tiko  | I’m flying
Eratou bose tiko | They (group) are
  having a meeting

For some senses of ‘have’, the prefix vaka- (which 
becomes vābefore a word beginning with k, q, or 
g) is used:
Au vakamotokā   | I have a car
Dou vākolī?  | Do you (group, family) have 

a dog?
Keitou | We have a telephone (at
vakatalevoni  home)
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For other senses, the possessives are used:
E tiko nomu peni? | (literally, “is there a your  

 pen?”) Do you have a pen?
E dua nomu peni? | (literally, “is your pen  

 one?”) Do you have a pen?
E sega na | (literally, “is none my 
noqu ilavo   money”) I don’t have any 

money.

‘Have’ is also used in English to make a kind of 
tense, indicating that something is fi nished. Fijian 
uses oti after the verb (usually with sā before the 
verb):
Ratou sā kana oti  | They (group) have already 

eaten
Masu oti qai kana | Eat after you’ve said a 

prayer

PART 11. Where does 
Fijian come from?
The Fijian language was brought to these islands 
by the first inhabitants – now known as ‘Lapita 
people’ – who sailed eastwards from the Solomon 
Islands or Vanuatu some three thousand years 
ago. These people are also the ancestors of the 
Rotumans (inhabitants of the small island of 
Rotuma, northwest of Fiji) and all the Polynesians, 
including Tongans, Samoans, Hawai’ians, 
Tahitians, Cook Islanders, and New Zealand 
Māori.
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The ultimate origins of Fijian, though, are to be 
found in faraway Taiwan. Most authorities now 
agree that the Lapita people originated from 
Taiwan (Formosa) around 5,000 years ago. Many 
people are sceptical when they hear this, because 
of the obvious physical and cultural differences 
between Fijians and Taiwanese, but it must be 
remembered that the Taiwanese of today only 
migrated from mainland China over the past 700 
years or so. Before that, Taiwan was inhabited by 
people closely related to the indigenous people 
of the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia, and 
more distantly related to Fijians and other Pacifi c 
islanders. These Taiwanese aboriginals now make 
up less than 2% of the population of Taiwan.
Here are just a few Fijian words that show 
clearly the relationship of Fijians with their 
distant relatives in Taiwan, using examples from 
particular aboriginal languages of Taiwan such as 
Atayal, Rukai and Paiwan:
Fijian vua means ‘fruit’ - usually suffixed as vua-na 
meaning ‘its fruit’ - and is related to Atayal vuay 
with the same meaning.
Fijian duva means ‘Derris fish-poison’, and the 
same meaning is found in Atayal ta-tuva.
Fijian tama means ‘father’ and tina means 
‘mother’. These two words have exactly the same 
meaning in Rukai.
Fijian mata means ‘eye’ and dalinga means ‘ear’, 
which are clearly related to Rukai and Paiwan 
maja and jalinga with the same meaning.
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Fijian lima means ‘five’ and ono means ‘six’, which 
are cognate with Rukai and Paiwan lima and 
eneme or unem.
There are hundreds more examples, but the 
above should be enough to demonstrate the 
close relationship between Taiwanese and Fijian 
languages.
The languages of our Pacific neighbours are all 
closely related to Fijian. For instance, the word for 
‘three’ is tolu not only in Fijian, but also Tongan, 
Samoan, and many languages of the Solomons 
and Vanuatu. This is not surprising since the 
earliest settlers of Fiji came from the Solomons and 
Vanuatu, and then went on to settle Tonga, Samoa 
and other islands of Polynesia.

PART 12.  Questions, 
answers, and requests
What?
Perhaps the most important question word you 
will need in your quest to learn Fijian is cava 
meaning ‘what’.  So if you want to know the Fijian 
word for something close to you, simply say:
A cava qō?  | What’s this?

If you want to know the Fijian name for something 
close to the person you’re speaking to, say:
A cava qori?  | What’s that (close to you)?
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And for something far away from both you and the 
person you’re speaking to, say:
A cava yā?  | What’s that (over there)?

To find out the Fijian translation of something in 
English, say:

A cava na kena  | What’s the Fijian for…..?
vakaviti na….?

Note that in the question ‘what is your name’, 
Fijian uses the word cei (‘who’) rather than cava:
O cei na yaca-mu?  | What’s your name?

To be more polite, you could say:
O cei beka na  | What might your name be?
yaca-munī?

To reply, say:
Na yaca-qu o … | My name is …

Someone might ask you – or you might ask 
someone:
A cava nomu | What’s your job?
cakacaka?

To which you might reply:
O yau na nasi  | I’m a nurse
or Au nasi

Other occupations are listed in the English-Fijian 
wordlist (Part 17)
Another common question is:
A cava o dau | What do you like?
tāleitaka?
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To which you might reply:
Au tāleitaka | I like playing cards
na veimau
Au tāleitaka | I like dancing
na dānisi

How much?
Another useful question word is vica ‘how much, 
how many’. Like numerals and other words for 
quantities, it’s usually preceded by e:
E vica na | How much does it cost?
kena isau?

O yabaki vica?  | How old are you/ (literally, 
you are how many years?)

To which you should reply (and remember, it’s not 
taboo to ask people’s ages in Fiji):
Au yabaki | I’m twenty-one years old (or
ruasagavulukadua  whatever…)

Other numbers can be found in the English-Fijian 
wordlist (Part 17).
A very common question Fijians like to ask is:
Kemudou lē vica? | How many are you (in your 

family)

To which you may answer:
Keitou lē vitu | There are seven in my family 

(ie, I have six brothers and 
sisters)
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After which you will probably be asked:
Iko kavica?  | What position are you in 

your family? (literally, the 
how many-th are you?)

And you then reply:
Au katolu. E qase  | I’m third. The eldest is a
na yalewa, tarava  female, the next is a male,
na tagane, qai o  then me. The younger ones
yau. Ratou gone  are two males and two
e rua na tagane  females.
rua na yalewa.

When
There are a number of ways to ask ‘when?’ in 
Fijian. The simplest way, but one that is not often 
heard, is naica, usually preceded by i (but also e 
and ni):
O yaco mai inaica? | When did you arrive?

More commonly, though, the question will be 
phrased in units of time:
O na lako ina | What day will you go?
siga cava?
Drau na vakamau | What month will you (two)
ina vula o cei?  get married?
Dou ā vakasigalevu | What time did you (group)
ina vica?   have lunch?

For the names of days and months, see the English-
Fijian wordlist (Part 17). To tell the time, use these 
expressions:
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Sā vica na kaloko? | What time is it now? (to be 
more polite, add beka after 
vica)

Sā ono (na kaloko) | It’s six (o’clock)
Sivi na ono ina | Ten (minutes) past six
tini (na miniti) | Ten (minutes) to six
Vō e tini (na 
miniti) me ono
Veimāmā ni ono | Half past six

Why
As a simple question, ‘why’ is baleta – which also 
means ‘because’:
Au sā gole mada. | I’m going now. Why?
Baleta? Baleta au   Because I’m sleepy.
viamoce.
Otherwise, the way to ask why is with cava and 
kina:
Cava o dredre  | Why are you laughing?
tiko kina?   (literally, what are you 

laughing for?)

Other questions
In addition to asking where people are going, you 
will need the word vei when asking someone’s 
nationality, as in:
O kai vei? | What nationality are you? 

Where are you from?
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Or, more politely: Onī tūraga beka ni vei? Here 
tūraga, meaning ‘gentleman’, is replaced by 
marama when asking a lady, cauravou when 
asking a boy or young man, goneyalewa when 
asking a girl or young lady, and gone when asking 
a child (or, informally, a man). Your reply might be:

Au goneyalewa | I’m a young lady from
ni Ositerēlia   Australia

The word for ‘how’ is vakacava, and it comes after 
the verb:
O cakava | How did you do it?
vakacava?

Requests
To ask for something, use the verb kerea or kerekere:
Au kerea (mada) | Please may I borrow your
na nomu peni  pen (the mada is more polite)
Au kerekere, au | Please, may I lie down? I’m
rawa ni davo?  really tired.
Au via moce
sara gā. 
Au kerea meu curu | Please may I go outside. I’d
mada i tuba. Au   like to take some fresh air.
via vakacagicagi. 
Au kere tauelu. | Please can I have a towel.
mada. Au via sili   I want to go swimming
waitui  in the sea.
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PART 13. Proverbs
All languages have proverbs, and they help us 
understand what wisdom is common to humanity, 
and what is peculiar to the culture of the speakers 
of particular languages. Below is a small selection 
of well-known Fijian proverbs and expressions.

“Bera na liva” 
(literally, lightning is slow)
Very fast, faster than lightning. Note the Fijian way 
of expressing a comparative, by saying “lightning 
is slow” rather than “faster than lightning”.

“Bula balavu gā na dātuvu” 
(literally, only the coward lives long)
Equivalent to “discretion is the better part of 
valour”. Fijians do indeed have a reputation for 
bravery in warfare, but this shows that there is also 
a pragmatic side to the Fijian character!

“Cavuta na isausau” 
(literally, uproot the reed)
The reed in question is one that used to be used as 
a marker in the traditional game of veitiqa – similar 
to javelin-throwing. When a player passed the 
mark set by a competitor, the reed would be pulled 
up and replanted to mark the new longest throw – 
so the expression is now used as the equivalent of 
“setting a new record”.
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“Drē o Malolo”
(literally, Malolo is pulling)
Malolo is the name of a conspicuous island to the 
west of Nadi, and this expression means “the sun 
is setting”, the idea being that, from the point of 
view of someone in Vitilevu, the sun is declining 
because Malolo is pulling it down.

“Drō e loma ni yaloka”
(literally, try to run away inside an egg)
Running around inside an egg trying to escape – so 
equivalent to “no place to hide”.

“Ena vula i se ni balabala”
(literally, in the month of the tree-fern flower)
Never – because the tree-fern never flowers. 
Equivalent to “when hell freezes over” and similar 
expressions.

“Gunu wai ni bele”
(literally, drinking bele water)
Bele is a delicious, if sometimes slimy, vegetable 
that is a Fiji favourite, especially with coconut 
cream; but if cooked simply in water, that water is 
indescribably foul tasting. This expression means 
being told off so badly that it leaves a similarly foul 
taste inside.

“Katakata vākurokava “
(literally, hot like an aluminium pot)
Aluminium pots (known locally as Bombay pots) 
are very popular in Fiji, and being thin they 
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quickly lose their heat. This expression refers to 
people’s enthusiasm for something being short-
lived – quick to heat up and just as quick to cool 
down again!

“Koya e bera sega na kena” 
(literally, he who is late gets nothing to eat)
The equivalent of “the early bird catches the 
worm”, though stated the other way round!

“Kunekune na yaloka ni diliō” 
(literally, finding a plover’s egg)
The plover is a migrating shore bird that breeds 
in Alaska and Siberia, then comes to Fiji (very 
sensibly) during the bitter northern hemisphere 
winter. So although it is a well-known bird in Fiji, 
its eggs are never found here. This proverb then is 
equivalent to “finding a needle in a haystack”, or 
“rare as hen’s teeth”.

“Leka na iqila” 
(literally, the breadfruit picking pole is too short)
The ‘iqila’ is a long pole with a forked end used to 
pick breadfruit. This expression means you do not 
have enough money for something – so rather like 
having short arms and long pockets.

“Lesu tale na kolī ina nona lua” 
(literally, the dog returns to its vomit)
As a dog returns to its own vomit (or so it is said), 
this refers to someone liking something they had 
previously disliked, or getting help from someone 
they had previously spurned.
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“Moce vakaura” 
(literally, sleeping like a prawn)
Seeming to be asleep but not really so, sleeping 
with one eye open…

“Qalova uaua na moka” 
(literally, swimming to the fish-wall while it’s 
still high tide)
A moka is a low stone wall built on a tidal flat in 
such a way as to trap fish when the tide goes out. 
To go there before the tide is low is to do something 
before its proper time, in particular for a child to do 
something that only adults should do.

“Seuta na bure ni kadi” 
(literally, stir up a nest of soldier ants)
Kadi are large ants that can inflict a painful bite. 
To stir up their nest is to unnecessarily provoke 
someone or something – equivalent to a hornets’ 
nest.

“Siri na saku” 
(literally, the long tom flies)
A saku is a long thin silver fish that often flies 
through the air at an amazing speed, and can cause 
injury and even death. This expression means 
simply ‘very fast’.

“Sivi na veikau qai kalu “
(literally, get past the bush and then whistle, or 
don’t whistle till you’re past the bush)
Whistling, especially at night, is thought to attract 
evil spirits, and there are many of these in the bush 
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(local word for jungle or tropical forest). So if you 
want to whistle, better to wait till you’re out of the 
woods. Corresponds roughly to such cautionary 
expressions as “don’t count your chickens before 
they’re hatched”, “there’s many a slip twixt cup 
and lip”, and “pride comes before the fall”.

“Suruta na pusi” 
(literally, the cat has sneezed on it)
Sneezing was, and to some extent still is, 
considered to be a bad omen. Just as we say “bless 
you” or “God bless you” to someone when they 
sneeze, Fijians will say “bula” or “moli” or a 
similar expression. Why the cat is chosen here is 
unclear, but it means that bad luck has befallen 
your plans and they will not eventuate.

“Talai vakatoa “
(literally, go on an errand like a chicken)
Said of children who are sent to do something and 
take ages, wandering around like a chicken.

“Tatau vākai Toga” (or tatau vākai Ono) 
(literally, to take leave like a Tongan, or like a 
man from Ono)
Similar to “take French leave”, that is, to leave 
without saying goodbye, so simply stand up 
and leave a gathering without saying a word, 
considered disrespectful, but said to be a habit of 
Tongans and their near neighbours, people of Ono 
in southern Lau.
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“Tei tarawau” 
(literally, plant tarawau)
Tarawau is a large tree with a small round fruit like 
a plum but smaller and more tart. This expression 
means to be dead, probably because the tarawau 
originates from Vanuatu, to the west of Fiji, and 
that is also the direction taken by the souls of the 
dead.

“Tū na inima luvu na waqa” 
(literally, there is a bailer but the canoe sinks)
Disaster happened, even though the means to 
prevent it were available.

“Vakamaca karasini” 
(literally, using up kerosene)
Kerosene (also called paraffin) is commonly used 
as a lamp oil, and this expression refers to someone 
who stays up all night drinking yaqona.

“Vakanuinui ina bilo cicila “
(literally, trusting in a cup with a hole in it)
Said of a vain hope, in particularly trusting in 
someone who is unreliable.

“Vakarokoroko vākanace” 
(literally, show respect like a mullet)
A mullet is a fish that leaps out of the sea in order 
to escape a net, so it often flies beside or over the 
heads of people holding the net. To pass close to or 
above someone’s head is a sign of great disrespect 
in Fijian culture, so this expression means “to show 
no respect at all”.
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“Vakayavu joke” 
(literally, wasting chalk)
Said of someone who is so slow at learning that 
the teacher’s use of chalk on the blackboard has no 
effect.

Vinaka vakaniu, sega na kā e biu
(literally, good like a coconut, nothing is thrown 
away)
The coconut is the most useful plant in the Pacific, 
every conceivable part of it has some use. So when 
something is as good as a coconut, it is very useful 
indeed.

Vocia vakavudi 
(literally, peel it like a cooking banana)
A vudi is what is now called a cooking banana, 
which used to be the only kind of banana in Fiji, 
before the introduction of small, sweet bananas 
from China (hence the Fijian name, jaina). To peel 
a banana is to remove all its skin and expose the 
flesh in its entirety, so this expression means to 
describe in detail, leaving nothing undescribed.
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PART 14. Eating
and Drinking
Fijians love to eat, and will always invite anyone 
they see to join them in a meal, however humble, 
by saying: Kana! ‘eat’, or Mai kana mada ‘please 
come and eat’
If you do join your hosts in a meal, remember that 
grace is always said before meals. While eating 
your hosts will encourage you, saying: Kana 
vakalevu ‘Eat a lot’, or maybe Kana sara vakavinaka 
‘eat really well’
After your meal, say: Vinaka vakalevu na kākana, 
au kere vakacegu ‘Thanks very much for the food, 
please may I retire’
You may also be asked: O sā mamau Are you full? 
Have you had enough?
To which you can reply: Io, au sā mamau Yes, I’ve 
had enough to eat, or Vinaka, au sā kua Thanks, I’ll 
stop eating now
Drinking yaqona (kava) is very popular, and if 
you pass by people who are drinking they will 
call you, saying: Mai gunu! ‘Come and drink’, or 
Mai dua na bilo! ‘Come and have a cup’
Remember to drink in one go, and to cobo (clap 
with cupped hands) before and after you drink. If 
someone else drinks, when they’ve finished clap 
and say: Maca! Which literally means ‘empty’, 
that is, the cup has been emptied of yaqona.
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PART 15. Names of places
Fijian placenames are not only fascinating to study 
in their own right, but they also often introduce 
the learner to ancient words that are no longer in 
use. Nadi, for instance, comes from an old word 
meaning ‘flint’, while Lautoka is an equally old 
word meaning ‘plane’ (meaning flat land).
Yanuca is also an old word, no longer used, and 
meant ‘small island’. It appears not only as the 
name of a number of islands (such as Yanuca on 
the Nadroga coast, where the Fijian Hotel is), 
but also in slightly altered form in places such as 
Yanuya in the Yasawa Islands.
But perhaps the most fascinating of all is the name 
of all these islands – Fiji. Fijians call their homeland 
Viti, or something similar in various parts of the 
group. It was that prolific islandnamer Captain 
James Cook who gave these islands the name ‘Fiji’, 
in the 1770s. He first heard about these islands 
from his friends the Tongans, who emphasised the 
treachery of the reefs and the inhabitants, which is 
presumably why Cook never attempted to explore 
the group. The name for Fiji in modern Tongan 
is ‘Fisi’, but in Cook’s time it was pronounced 
‘Fiji’, with the ‘j’ sounding rather like English ‘ch’. 
Cook and his men wrote the name as ‘Feejee’, in 
a way that would be immediately understood by 
English-speaking readers, and that name was in 
common use in English for a hundred years or so.
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As Tongan spelling became standardised in the 
early 1800s, the spelling Fiji became more usual in 
English. But it was still the Tongan name for the 
group, not the Fijian name. It must be remembered 
that Tongans were then very thick on the ground 
in Fiji, and being christianised and educated 
earlier than their Fijian hosts, they were often used 
as guides in Fiji. This is why a number of Fijian 
islands were given Tongan names on early maps, 
and a few of these are still with us: Fulaga for 
the Fijian Vulaga, Moala for Muala, Katafaga for 
Katavaga, and so on.
Over the years, a number of writers have tried 
to introduce into English the Fijian name of the 
group, ‘Viti’, but will little success.
For instance, when the botanist Berthold Seemann 
published the account of his visit to Fiji in 1862, he 
entitled the book ‘Viti: an account of a government 
mission to the Vitian or Fijian Islands in the years 
1860-61’, presumably believing that it was more 
courteous to give the group the name which the 
itaukei (indigenous Fijians) themselves use. But 
very few followed his lead - Fiji had become the 
accepted English name.
So it is that the English name for these islands is 
still the Tongan ‘Fiji’ that Captain James Cook gave 
us over two hundred years ago, while the Fijians 
themselves continue to use Viti, Viji, Visi, or Vi’i, 
depending on the area. ‘Vi’i’, is used in parts of 
Ra in Vitilevu, and in parts of Bua and central 
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Vanualevu. ‘Visi’ is confined to the Nadroga area. 
‘Viji’ is widespread, being heard in large areas of 
inland Vitilevu, Kadavu, Beqa, parts of Lomaiviti 
and eastern Vanualevu, and all of Lau. Elsewhere, 
the pronunciation is ‘Viti’. Now, any linguist worth 
his or her salt will be able to tell you that, according 
to the laws of sound change, the oldest form must 
be ‘Viti’, and the other forms are relatively new. In 
other words, there is little doubt but that the oldest 
name for our islands, and probably the one used 
by the earliest inhabitants, was ‘Viti’.
It is generally agreed among scientists that Fiji 
was first settled from the west. Archaeologists 
certainly think so, and so do linguists. Fijians also 
imply as much in the widespread belief that the 
souls of the dead return towards the setting sun, 
usually jumping off trees or cliffs into the sea. 
Such jumping off places for the souls of the dead 
are often called ‘icibaciba’, or ‘ivilavila ni yalo’ 
in Western Fiji, and practically all of them face the 
west.
Very briefly put, some three thousand years ago, 
people who appear to have been very good sailors 
and fishers, and who made a kind of pottery we 
now refer to as Lapita, arrived here from a land 
in the west - either the Southeast Solomons or 
Northern Vanuatu would be good guesses. They 
lie from approximately west to northwest of Fiji.
Now, approaching Fiji from that direction, it 
would be very easy to miss the first island, Viwa, 
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because it is so low. Even had it been sighted, it is 
so obviously devoid of water, and reef-encircled, 
that it would have been avoided. In any case, 
immediately beyond Viwa are two very large and 
prominent volcanic islands, which would almost 
certainly have attracted the attention of the first 
settlers. To the south is Waya, with an area of 8.5 
square miles, rising abruptly to 1674 feet, and to the 
north lies the larger and more gently sloped island 
of Naviti, with an area of 13.13 square miles, and 
maximum elevation of 1272 feet. Naviti certainly 
is today the largest and most populous island in 
the Yasawas, and there is no reason to doubt that 
in the past it would have been viewed an attractive 
landfall by travellers from the west.
So it’s likely that the first inhabants settled on this 
island of Naviti. They may have stayed, or they 
may have returned promptly whence they came 
as soon as a favourable wind presented itself, and 
returned later, perhaps better equipped for setting 
up a new home. In either case, it would not have 
taken them long to discover that there was a much 
larger land not too far to the southeast, and they 
would have naturally called it Navitilevu, meaning 
‘larger Naviti’, which is now often shortened 
to Vitilevu. Another large land somewhat more 
distant in the east, they simply called Vanualevu, 
meaning ‘large land’.
What I suspect is that this word viti goes back 
to the earliest settlers of the central Pacifi c, the 
Lapita people, and that when they arrived in 
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Fiji, after sailing towards the rising sun from the 
eastern Solomons or northern Vanuatu, the first 
island they settled on they called Naviti, meaning 
roughly ‘land of the rising sun’, or ‘eastern land’; 
and that this name was then extended to cover the 
whole group.
Incidentally, Tahiti has essentially the same name. 
It also means ‘eastern land’, but it was named from 
the perspective of Samoa, the homeland of Tahiti’s 
earliest settlers some two thousand years ago.

PART 16.  If you’d 
like to read more 
If you’d like to study Fijian in more depth than 
we’ve been able to do in this book, here are some 
books that you might find useful:
Capell, A. 1941. A new Fijian dictionary. Sydney: 
Australasian Medical Publishing Company. 415 pages. 
The only available Fijian-English dictionary, not very 
reliable but still valuable if used with caution. Reprinted 
by the Fiji Government Printer and sold at the Government 
Bookshop and most other bookshops. 

Churchward, C Maxwell. 1941. A new Fijian grammar. 
[Sydney:] Australasian Medical Publishing Company. 
98 pages. A reference grammar, that is, a grammar 
intended mainly as a reference tool, though it can be used 
by language learners who do not need to be spoon-fed; 
scorned by some as ‘old-fashioned’, but thorough and 
scholarly. Reprinted by the Government Printer, and sold 
at the Government Bookshop and some other bookshops.
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Dixon, RMW. 1988. A grammar of Boumaa Fijian. 
Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press. 394 
pages. Excellent modern reference grammar of the Boum 
language of north-east Taveuni. Available from the 
Government Bookshop.

Geraghty, Paul. 1983. The History of the Fijian 
Languages. Oceanic Linguistics Special Publication 19. 
Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 508 pages. Written 
for a specialist audience, but rich in data on dialects from 
all over Fiji. Now out of print, but available from the 
University of the South Pacific Bookcentre.

Geraghty, Paul. 1994. Fijian Phrasebook. Lonely Planet 
Publications. 177 pages. Unique in that it deals with 
real spoken Fijian, as opposed to Fijian as spoken by 
missionaries, colonial officials, Peace Corps volunteers 
etc. Comprehensive phrasebook with much additional 
information on customs, grammatical sketch, vocabulary, 
etc. Available from most bookshops locally and world-
wide.

Milner, George B. 1956. Fijian Grammar. Suva: 
Government Press. 104 pages. Good learning grammar 
for people used to more traditional ways of language-
learning. Available at the Government Bookshop and other 
bookshops.

Schütz, Albert J. 1985. The Fijian language. Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press. 720 pages. Monumental work, 
extensive modern reference grammar with comprehensive 
bibliography, not intended for the non-specialist but 
indispensable for the serious student. Available from the 
University of the South Pacific Bookcentre.
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PART 17. 
English-Fijian

wordlist
 A
a  | na, a, e dua na
a bit  | vakalailai
a little  | vakalailai
a lot  | vakalevu
able to  | rawa ni
about (approximately) | rauta, beka
about (concerning) | baleta
about to  | vakarau
above  | i dela-, i cake
accept  | ciqoma
accident  | vakacalakā
ache  | vutu
aeroplane  | waqavuka
afraid  | rere-vaka
after  | oti, qai
afternoon (early)  | sigalevu
afternoon (late)  | yakavi
again  | tale
age  | yabaki
ahead  | liu
alive  | bula
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all  | kece, taucoko
allow  | vakadōnuya, 

vakatarā
allowed  | tara, vakadōnui, 

vakatarai
almost  | vōleka ni
alone  | duadua
already  | oti, rawa
also  | tale gā
aluminium pot  | kurokava
always  | dau
America  | Merika
an  | na, a, e dua na
and  | ia (used with 

sentences)
and  | kei (used with nouns)
and | qai (used with verbs)
angry at  | cudru-va
animal  | manumanu
another  | e dua tale
answer  | sauma
ant  | kāsivi
applaud  | vakasausau
April  | Epereli
arm  | liga
arrangement | veivosaki
arrive  | yaco
arrogant  | viavialevu

all English - Fijian 
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ashamed  | māduā
ask  | taro-ga
ask a favour  | kerekere
ask for  | kerea
at  | e, i, mai
at it  | kina
attempt  | sagā
August  | Okosita
aunt (mother’s  | tina- levu, nā levu
older sister)
aunt (mother’s   | tina- lailai, nā lailai
younger sister)
aunt (father’s sister)  | nei
Australia  | Ositerēlia
awake   | yadra
away   | tani

 B
back   | daku
backwards  | i muri
bad  | cā
badly  | vakacā
bag  | kato, taga, beki
baggage  | iyāyā
bailer  | inima
bake | vavia
baked  | vavi
ball  | polo
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banana |  jaina
banana (cooking)  | vudi
bank  | baqe
bark (tree)  | kuli
bark (dog)  | kodro
barkcloth  | masi
bat (fruit bat)  | beka
bathe (have a bath)  | sili, sīsili
bathroom  | valenisili
be (exist)  | tiko, tū
be none  | sega
be on holiday  | gādē
be situated  | tū
beard  | kumi
beautiful | totoka
because  | ni, baleta
bed  | idavodavo, loga, 

imocemoce
beef  | bulumakau
beer  | bia
begin  | tekivū
behaviour  | itovo
behind  | muri, daku
believe | vakabauta
below  | rā
beside  | yasa-, yasa ni
best  | vinaka duadua

banana English - Fijian 
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better  | vinaka (cake)
beware of  | qarauna
bible  | ivolatabu
bicycle  | basikeli
big  | levu
bill  | bili
bird  | manumanuvuka
birthday  | siganisucu
bit  | tiki
bite  | kata, kati-a
bitter  | wīwī
black  | loaloa
blessed  | kalougata
blood  | drā
bloom  | sē
blow | uvu-ca
blue  | karakarawa
board | vodo
boat | boto
body  | yago
boil (water)  | bue
boil (food)  | vakasaqa-ra
boiled | saqa
bone | sui
book | ivola
born  | sucu
boss  | boso

 English - Fijian better
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both  | ruarua
bottle  | tavaya
box  | kato
box (cardboard)  | kāteni
box (fight)  | veivacu
boy  | gonetagane, 

cauravou
bra  | ivakamoko
bread  | madrai
breadfruit  | uto
break  | voroka
break open  | basuka
breakfast  | katalau, gunutī
breast  | sucu
breathe | cegu
bridge  | wavu
bring  | kauta mai
Britain  | Peritānia
broad | rāraba, rabalevu
brother (man’s older)  | tuaka
brother (man’s | taci
younger)
brother (woman’s)  | gāne
brother-in-law  | tavale
brought  | kau mai
bucket  | vōkete
buried  | bulu
burn  | kama

both English - Fijian 
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bury  | buluta
bus  | basi
bush  | veikau
business  | bisinisi
businessman,  | daunibisinisi
businesswoman
busy  | osooso, ogaoga
but  | ia
butter  | bata
butterfly  | bēbē
buy  | volia

 C
cake  | keke
call  | kaci-va
can  | rawa ni
Canada  | Kenatā
candy  | loli
cane toad  | boto
canoe  | waqa
car  | motokā
care for  | lomana
carpenter  | mātai
carry  | kau-ta
carry (about)  | vaka-, vā
carry on the   | vavā
back (child)
carry on the    | dreke-ta
back (load)
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carry on the  | cola-ta
shoulder
carton  | kāteni
cassava  | tavioka
catch  | ciqoma
catch (thing running)  | toboka
cattle  | bulumakau
cat  | pusi
catch  | ciqoma
cemetery  | ibulubulu
cent  | sede
centre  | lomadonu
chair  | idabedabe
chalk  | joke
change  | veisau-taka
charity  | loloma
chat  | talanoa
cheek  | balu
cheeky | vosalevu
chest  | sere
chew | mama, mamā
chewing-gum  | drega
chicken  | toa
chief (male)  | tūraga
chief (female)  | marama
child  | gone
child (offspring)  | luve

 English - Fijian carry
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chin | kumi-
China  | Jaina
chocolate  | jokeliti
choose  | digia
chop  | tā, taya
Christmas  | Siganisucu
church (building)  | valenilotu
church (organization)  | matalotu
church service  | lotu
cigarette  | itibi
clan  | mataqali
clap  | vakasausau
clap with  | cobo
cupped hands
clean  | savasavā, savata
clear  | macala
clerk  | vunivola
clever  | vuku, mātai
climb (up slope)  | cabe
climb (tree)  | kaba-ta
clock  | kaloko
close  | sogota
close (near)  | vōleka
closed  | sogo
clothes  | isulu
cloud  | ō
coast  | bāravi

chin English - Fijian 
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cockroach  | kokoroti
coconut   | niu
coconut (green)   | bū
coconut milk   | lolo
coffee   | kofi
cold   | batabatā
come   | lako mai
come and    | mai
come here!    | mai
complete    | taucoko
concerning    | baleta
conversation    | veitalanoa, veivosaki
cook (by boiling)    | vakasaqa-ra
cooked    | buta
cooked in coconut milk | vakalolo
cool    | liliwa
coral    | lase
coral reef    | cakau
correct    | donu, dina
cost    | isau
cough    | vū
count    | wili-ka
cousin (older     | tuaka
of same sex) 
cousin (younger of     | taci
same sex)
cousin (of      | gāne
different sex)

 English - Fijian cockroach
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cousin (child of      | tavale
mother’s brother
or father’s sister) 
cow    | bulumakau
crab (mangrove)       | qari
crab (land)       | lairo
crew (ship)       | kaimua
crooked       | veve
cross       | tākoso
cry for       | tagi-ca
cup       | bilo
cure       | walia
custom       | itovo
customs       | kasitaba
cut       | musuka, tā, taya
cut (with scissors)       | kotiva

 D
dad       | tā
dance       | dānisi
dance (traditional)       | meke
dark       | butō, butobutō
date       | tikinisiga
daughter       | luve- yalewa
day       | siga
dead      | mate
December       | Tīseba
decide       | lewā
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deckhand       | kaimua
deep       | tītobu
delicious       | maleka
devil       | tēvoro
die       | mate
different       | duatani, duidui
difficult       | drēdrē
dinner       | ivakayakavi
dirty       | duka
disease       | mate
dislike       | cata
district       | tikina
dive       | nunu
do       | cakava
do homework       | vuli lēsoni
do the washing       | savasava
doctor       | vuniwai
dog       | kolī
dollar       | dola
done       | caka
don’t      |  kua ni
door       | kātuba
dormitory       | bure
down, downwards       | sobu
dream       | tadra, tadrā
dress (frock)       | vinivō
drink       | gunu-va

 English - Fijian deckhand
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drive       | draiva-taka
driver       | draiva
dry       | māmaca
duty       | itavi

 E
each       | dui
eager      | mākutu
ear       | daliga
earth (world)       | vuravura
earth (soil)       | qele
earth oven       | lovo
easy       | rawarawa
eat       | kana, kania
eat dinner       | vakayakavi
eat lunch       | vakasigalevu
eaten       | laukana
edible       | laukana
effective       | mana
egg       | yaloka
eight       | walu
eighteen       | tinikawalu
eighth       | kawalu
eighty       | walusagavulu
electricity       | livaliva
eleven       | tinikadua
embarrassed        | māduā
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embarrassing        | vakamāduā
embrace        | mokota
empty        | lala, maca (of liquid)
English        | vakavālagi
enjoy        | tāleitaka
enough       | rauta
enter        | curu (i loma), curu-

ma
enthusiastic        | gūmatua
equal        | tautauvata
escape        | drō
European         | vakavālagi
(of white people)
evening        | yakavi
ever bau
every         | vei
every day        | veisiga
excellent         | uasivi
exit         | curu (i tuba)
expert         | dau
explain         | vakamacala-taka
eye         | mata

 F
face        | mata
faithful        | yalodina
fall         | lutu
fall (rain)         | tau
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false         | lasu
family         | vūvale
fan         | iri
fan (electric)         | irinicagi
far         | yawa
fare         | ivodovodo
farm         | iteitei
farmer        | dauteitei
fast         | totolo, vakatotolo
fat (not thin)         | levulevu
fat (meat)         | uro
father         | tama-, tā
father-in-law         | mōmō
fear         | rere-vaka
February         | Feperueri
feel (touch)         | tarā
feel (sense)         | vākilā
feel sorry for         | lomana
female         | yalewa
fence         | bā, bai
fetch         | lakova
fetch water         | taki
Fijian         | vakaviti
Fijian (person)         | kai Viti
fifteen         | tinikalima
fifth         | kalima
fifty          | limasagavulu

false English - Fijian 
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film          | yaloyalo
find          | kunea
fine          | totoka
finished          | oti
finished (liquid)          | maca
first (be first)          | matai
first          | imatai
fish          | ika
fish with a line          | siwa
fish with a net          | qoli
fish-fence          | baniika
fish-poison           | vine duva
fish-wall           | moka
fishing-line           | wānisiwa
five           | lima
flashlight           | cina, cinalivaliva
flee           | drō
flour           | falawa
flower           | sē
fly (insect)           | lago
fly           | vuka
fly (fish            | siri
through the air)
flying fox            | beak
follow            | muri-a
food            | kākana, ke-: eat your 

food kania na kemu
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foot             | yava
foot (measure)             | fiti
for             | me nei
forbidden             | tabu
forget             | guilecava
forest             | veikau
fork             | icula
forty             | vāsagavulu
forwards             | i liu
four             | vā
fourteen             | tinikavā
fourth             | kavā
France             | Farānisē
free             | galala
Friday             | vakaraubuka
friend             | itau, ilālā
frock             | vinivō
from             | mai
fruit             | vua
fry            | tavuteke-taka
full             | sīnai
full (had             | mamau
enough to eat) 
funny              | lasa

 G
gang             | ilālā

foot English - Fijian 
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garden             | iteitei
gentleman             | tūraga
gentle              | yalomālua
gently              | vakamālua
genuine              | dina
Germany             | Jāmani
get off              | sobu
get on              | vodo
get ready              | vakarau-taka
gift              | iloloma
girl              | goneyalewa
give              | soli-a
give me that!              | mai
glasses              | matailoilo
go              | lako, gole
go ahead              | liu
go and              | lai
go ashore              | cabe
go back              | lesu
go behind              | muri
go for              | lakova
go for a walk              | gādē
go in              | curu (i loma)
go on a trip              | gādē
go out              | curu (i tuba)
goat              | mē
god              | kalou
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good              | vinaka
good heavens              | dou, iē
good morning!              | yadra!
goodbye!              | moce!
goods              | iyāyā
government              | matanitū
grab              | kovea
grandchild              | makubu
grandfather             | tuka-, tukai
grandmother              | bu-, bū
grass              | cō
great              | set
greedy              | kocokoco
green              | drokadroka
grey              | dravudravu
grow              | tubu
guest              | vūlagi
guitar              | qitā

 H
habit              | itovo
habitually              | dau
hair              | ulu-, drauniulu
hair (body)              | vuti
half             | veimāmā
hand              | liga
handsome             | totoka

good English - Fijian 
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happen              | yaco
happy              | mārau
hard (not soft)               | kaukaua
hard (not easy)               | drēdrē
hardworking               | gūmatua
hat               | isala
hate               | cata
have               | vaka-, vāhave
a bath               | sili, sīsili
have a meeting               | bose
have a shower               | sili, sīsili
have a visitor               | vakavūlagi
he               | e
head               | ulu
healthy              | bulabula
hear               | rogoca
heart              | uto
heavy              | bībī
hello              | bula
help              | veivuke, vukea
her              | koya
her (possessive)              | nona, kena, mena-na
here               | kē, mai, qō
hibiscus              | senitoa
high tide              | ua
him              | koya
his              | nona, kena, mena,-na
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hit              | moku-ta
hold              | taura
hole              | qara
holed, having a              | cicila
hole in it
home              | vale, neitou (our 

home), nomudou 
(your home) etc

honest              | yalodina
hope              | nuitaka, vakanuinui
horse              | ose
hot              | katakata
hotel              | ōtela
hour              | awa, yawa
house              | vale
how              | vakacava
how about              | vakacava
how charming              | isa
how disgusting              | neu
how many              | vica
how much              | vica
how sad              | isa
hug              | mokota
hundred              | drau
hungry              | viakana
hurt              | mosi, mavoa
husband              | wati-

hit English - Fijian 
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 I
I              | au, yau
I see              | oi
if              | kē, kēvakā
if you don’t mind | mada
ill              | tauvimate
immediately              | sara
in              | e, i, mai
in case              | dē
in it              | kina
in order to              | me
Indian              | kai Idia
inhabitant of              | kai
injured              | mavoa
inside              | loma, loma
insipid             | drādranu
invite              | sureta
island              | yanuyanu
it              | e
it doesn’t matter              | veitālia
its              | kena, -na

 J
jam              | jamu
January              | Janueri
Japan              | Jāpani
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jealous              | vūvū
job             | akacaka, itavi
joke              | veiwali
juice (of               | bū, wainibū
green coconut)
July               | Julai
jump               | lade, rika
June              | Jūnē
just               | dodonu
just (only)               | gā

 K
kava               | yaqona
kava-bowl               | tānoa
keen               | mākutu
kerosene               | karasini
key               | kī
kick               | caqe-ta
kill               | vakamatea, mokuta
killed               | vakamatei, moku
kind               | yalovinaka, loloma
kind of               | mataqali
kind to               | lomana
kiss               | regu-ca, kisi-va
kitchen               | valenikuro
knee               | duru
knife              | isele

jealous English - Fijian 
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know               | kilā

 L
lady               | marama
lamp               | cina
land               | vanua, qele
language               | vosa
large               | levu
last               | iotioti
late               | bera
later on               | mālua
laugh               | dredre
law               | lawa
lawyer               | loya
laze about               | mokusiga
lazy               | vucesā
leaf               | drau
learn               | vuli-ca
leave behind               | biu-ta
left                | vō
left (hand)                | imawī
left-handed                | mawī
leg                | yava
lemon               | molikaro
letter               | ivola
lick               | drami-ca
lie (tell a lie)               | lasu-taka
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lie (lie down)               | davo
lift               | lave-ta
light (not heavy) | māmada
light (not dark)               | rārama
light (electric)                | cina
light (fire)                | waqaca
lightning               | liva
like (enjoy)                | tāleitaka
like (similar)                | vakā
like that                | vāyā
like that (what you do) | vāqori
like this                 | vāqō
lip                | tebenigusu
listen to                | vakarogo-ca
little                 | lailai
live                 | bula
live (reside)                 | tiko
lively                 | bulabula
lizard                 | moko
lobster                 | urau
lolly                 | loli
long                 | balavu
long time                 | dedē
long tom (fish) | saku
look at                 | rai-ca
look for                  | vāqarā
lorry                  | lori

lie English - Fijian 
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lose                  | vakayalia
lose (game)                 | druka, lusi
lose one’s way                 | sese
lost                 | yali
lots of                 | (e) levu na
love                 | loloma
low tide                 | mati
lucky                 | kalougata
luggage                 | iyāyā
lunch                 | ivakasigalevu

 M
mad                 | lialia
make                 | cakava
make a request | kerekere
male                 | tagane
man                 | tagane, tūraga
manager                 | manidia
mango                 | maqo
mangrove lobster | manā
manioc                 | tavioka
many                 | (e) levu na
March                 | Maji
market                 | mākete
marriage ceremony | vakamau
married                 | vakawati
married (officially, | vakamau
church)
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mat                 | ibe
matches                 | māsese
mature                 | matua
May                 | Mē
maybe                 | dē dua, beka
me                 | yau
meaning                 | ibalebale
medicine                 | wainimate
meet (have a meeting) | bose
meet (by accident) | sota kei
meet (go to meet) | tāvaka
memorial                  | ivakananumi
message                  | itukutuku
midday                 | sigalevu
middle                  | veimāmā, lomadonu
midnight                 | bogilevu
might                 | dē, beak
mile                 | maile
milk                 | sucu
million                 | milioni
mine                 | noqu, kequ, qau, 

mequ, -qu
minister (church) | italatala
minute                 | miniti
missing                 | yali
mix (kava)                 | lose-a
Monday                 | Mōniti

 English - Fijian mat
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money                 | ilavo
month                 | vula
moon                 | vula
morning                 | mataka
mother                 | tina-, nā
mother-in-law                 | nei
motor-bike                 | motovai
mouse                 | kalavo
mouth                 | gusu
move                 | toso
movie                 | yaloyalo
much                 | vakalevu
mud                 | sōsō
muddy                 | sōsō
muddy (water) | vuvu
mullet                 | kanace
mum                 | nā
my                 | noqu, kequ, qau, 

mequ, -qu

 N
name                 | yaca
namesake                 | yaca
narrow                 | rabalailai, qīqō
near                 | vōleka
neat                 | maqosa
neck                 | domo
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nest (bird)                 | sova
nest (hornet, ant) | bure
net                 | lawa
never mind                 | veitālia
new                 | vou
New Year                 | vakatawase
New Zealand                 | Niusiladi
news                 | irogo
newspaper                 | niusipepa
next (after that)             | qai
next (in order)                 | tarava
nice (person)                 | yalovinaka
night                 | bogi
nil                 | saiva
nine                 | ciwa
nineteen                 | tinikaciwa
ninety                 | ciwasagavulu
ninth                 | kaciwa
no                 | sega
none                 | sega
nose                 | ucu
not                 | sega ni
not allowed                 | tabu
not enough                 | lailai
not exist                 | sega
not feel like                 | vucesā na
not there                 | yali

 English - Fijian nest
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not well                 | vakacā
not working                 | cā
not yet                 | se bera
November                 | Nōveba
now                 | sā

 O
obvious                 | macala
ocean                 | wasa, wasawasa
occupied                 | osooso
occupied (place) | tawa
October                 | Okotova
of                 | ni, i, kei, mei, nei
office                  | valenivolavola
oil                  | waiwai
old, older (person) | qase
old (thing)                 | makawa
on                 | i, i dela
on it                 | kina
one                 | dua
only                 | gā, duadua, wale gā
open                 | dolava
open (not closed)           | dola
or                 | se
orange                 | molitaiti
orange (mandarin) | maderini
other side                 | tai
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our (few,                  | nodatou, kedatou,
including you)  medatou, -datou
our (few, not you) | neitou, keitou, 

meitou, -ikeitou
our (many,  | noda, keda, meda,
including you)  -da
our (many, not you)  | neimami, keimami, 

meimami, -ikeimami
our (two,  | nōdaru, kēdaru,
including you)   mēdaru, -daru
our (two, not you)  | neirau, keirau, 

meirau, -ikeirau
outside  | tuba
owner  | itaukei

 P
pants  | tarausese
papaya  | weleti
paper  | pepa
paraffin | karasini
park | kele
pass, past | sivi
passenger | pasidia
passport | pasipote
pathetic | vakaloloma
pawpaw | weleti
pay | isau
peel (with the fingers, | voci-a
eg. banana)
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pen | peni
people | tamata, lē
perhaps | beka
permitted | tara, vakadōnui, 

vakatarai
person | tamata, lē
person from | kai, gone ni
petrol | benisini
phone (make a | qiri
phone call) 
piano | piano
piece | tiki
pig | vuaka
pillow | ilokoloko
pipe | paipo
pitiful | vakaloloma
place | vanua
plant | tei, tea
plantation | iteitei
play (sport) | qito
play (piano) | taba-ka
play (guitar) | qiri-a
play cards | veimau
please | mada
plover | diliō
point | dusi-a
policeman, | ovisa
policewoman

pen English - Fijian 
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poor | dravudravua, ligalala
poor (pitiful) | vakaloloma
poorly | vakacā
pork | vuaka
possible | rawa
post office  | posi
pot | kuro
potato | pateta
prawn | ura
pray | masu
prepare | vakarautaka
present | iloloma
press | taba-ka
price | isau
priest | bete
print | taba-ka
problem | leqa
province | yasana
pull | drē, dreta
pull out, pull up | cavuta
punch | vacu-ka
purple | lokaloka
push | bili-ga
put on (clothes) | vaka-: put on your 

shirt vakasote
put out (fire) | bokoca
question | taro

 English - Fijian poor
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quick | totolo
quickly | vakatotolo

 R
radio | rētiō, wālesi
rain | uca
raise (child) | susuga
rat | kalavo
read | wili-ka
ready | vakarau
real | dina
really | dina, sara, sara gā
really! | sā dina!
reason | vū
red | damudamu
reef | cakau
refuse | bese
remaining | vō
remember | nanuma
report | itukutuku
request | kerekere, kerea
reside | tiko
rest | cegu, vakacegu
restaurant | valenikana
retire | vakacegu
return | lesu
rice | raisi
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rich | vutuniyau, vakailavo
right (correct) | donu
right (hand) | imatau
right-handed | matau
ring (on phone) | qiri-a
ripe | dreu
river | uciwai, wailevu
road | gaunisala
roam around | gādē
rock | vatu
room | rumu
root | waka
rugby | raka, rakavī
run | cici
run away | drō

 S
sack | taga
sad | rarawa
sail | soko
sailor | dausoko
salt | māsima
salty | tuituina
same | tautauvata
sand | nuku
sarong | isulu vakatoga
Saturday | Vakarauwai
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sausage | sōseti
say | kaya, tukuna, vaka
say a prayer | masu
say goodbye | vakamoce, tatau
say hello | vakabula
school | koronivuli
scissors | ikoti
scream | kaila
sea | waitui
second | karua
secretary | vunivola
see | raica
seed | sore
seen | laurai
sell | volitaka
send (on an errand, | talā
to do something)
send (letter, parcel) | vākau-ta
September | Sepiteba
serve yaqona | taki
seven | vitu
seventeen | tinikavitu
seventh | kavitu
seventy | vitusagavulu
shake hands | lūlulu
shall | na
shallow | vōdea, mātia

sausage English - Fijian 
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shark | qiō
shave | torotoro
she | e
shine (sun) | cila
ship | waqa
shirt | sote
shoe | ivāvā
shop | sitoa
shopping | volivoli
shore | bāravi
short | lekaleka, leka
should | me, dodonu me
shout | kaila
show | vakaraitaka
show respect | vakarokoroko
shower (have | sili
a shower)
shut (not open) | sogo
shut | sogota
shut up! | tikolō!
sick | tauvimate
side | yasa
simple | rawarawa
sing | laga sere
sink | luvu
sister (man’s)  | gāne
sister (woman’s older) | tuaka

 English - Fijian shark
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sister (woman’s | taci
younger) 
sit | dabe
six | ono
sixteen | tinikaono
sixth | kaono
sixty | onosagavulu
skilled | mātai
skin | kuli
skirt | liku
sky | lomālagi
sleep | moce
sleepy | viamoce
slow | berabera
slowly | vakamālua
small | lailai
smash | voroka
smell | boica
smoke | kubou
smoke (tobacco) | kana tavako, 

vakatavako
snake | gata
sneeze | suru-ta
so that | me
soap | sovu
soccer | soka
soft | malumu

sister Fijian-English 
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soil | qele
soldier | sōtia
soldier | ant kadi
some | (e) sō na
somebody | e dua
someone | e dua
something |  e dua na kā
son | luve- tagane
soon | vakarau, vōleka ni
sorry! | tilou! vosota!
sorry for | lomana
sort of | mataqali
soul | yalo
souvenir | ivakananumi
speak | vosa
spirit | yalo
spoon | itaki
sportsman, | dauqito
sportswoman
stairs | ikabakaba
stand | tū, tūcake
star | kalokalo
start | tekivū
stay | tiko
steal | butako-ca
stick | kau
stick (adhere) | kabi

 Fijian-English soil
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still | se
stir up | seuta
stomach | kete
stone | vatu
stop | tū
stop (vehicle) | kele
stop (doing | kua
something)
store | sitoa
story | italanoa
straight | dodonu
straightaway | sara
street  | gaunisala
string | wā
strong | kaukaua
student | gonevuli
study | vuli, vuli lēsoni
stupid | lialia
suck | domi-ca
sugar | suka
sugarcane | dovu
sulu (wraparound) | isulu vakatoga
sulu (man’s | isulu vakataga
with pockets)   sun siga, matanisiga
Sunday | sigatabu
surprised | kidacala
sweat | buno

still English - Fijian 
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sweet | kamikamica
sweet (lolly) | loli
sweet potato | kumala
swim | qalo-va
swim in the sea | sili waitui

 T
table | tēveli
tail | bui
take | kauta, taura
take off (clothes) | luvata
taken | kau
talk | vosa
tall | balavu
tap | paipo
tapa | masi
tapioca | tavioka
taro | dalo
taro leaves | rourou
taste | ikanakana
taste (try) | tovolea
tasteless | drādranu
tea | tī
teacher | qasenivuli
telephone | talevoni
tell | tukuna
tell a lie | lasu-taka
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tell the truth | dina
ten | tini
tenth | katini
thank you | vinaka
thank you very much | vinaka vakalevu
that | ni: 
He says that it’s  E kaya ni sā oti 
finished
that (over there) | yā
that (near you) | qori
that (so that) | me
that you | mo
that direction | vāyā
that way | vāyā
the | na, a
their (few) | nodratou, kedratou, 

medratou, -dratou
their (many) | nodra, kedra, medra, 

-dra
their (two) | nōdrau, kēdrau, 

mēdrau, -drau
them (few) | ratou, iratou
them (many) | ira
them (two) | rau, irau
then | qai
there | keā, yā
there (where you are) | keri, qori
there (to it) | yani

tell the truth English - Fijian 
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they (few) | ratou, eratou
they (many) | ra, era
they (two) | rau, erau
thick | vāvaku
thigh | saga
thin (person) | lila
thin (thing) | māmare
thing | kā
think | nanuma, vākāsama-

taka
third | katolu
thirteen | tinikatolu
thirty | tolusagavulu
this | qō
this direction | vāqō
this way | vāqō
thousand | udolu
three | tolu
throw | viri-taka
throw away | biu-ta
thunder | kurukuru
Thursday | Lotulevu
tidy | maqosa
time | gauna, kaloko
tired | oca
tired (sleepy) | viamoce
to | i

 English - Fijian they
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to her | vuā
to him | vuā
to it | yani, kina
to me | mai
to us | mai
tobacco | tavako
today | nikua
together | vata
toilet | valelailai, valenivō
tomorrow | nimataka
tongue | yame
too (also) | tale gā
too (too much) | rui
tooth | bati
top | dela
top (clothing) | kote
torch | cina, cinalivaliva
touch | tarā
tourist | saravanua
towel | tauelu
town | tāoni
tradesman | mātai
tree | kau, vunikau
tree-fern | balabala
trouble | leqa
trousers | tarausese
truck | lori
true | dina

to her English - Fijian 
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trust | nuitaka, vakanuinui
try (attempt) | sagā
try (test) | tovolea
try (put on trial) | veilewaitaka
T-shirt | siqileti
Tuesday | Tūsiti
turn | gole
turn off (light) | bokoca
turn off (tap) | sogota
turn on (light) | waqaca
turn on (tap) | dolava
turtle | vonu
twelve | tinikarua
twenty | ruasagavulu
twenty-one | ruasagavulukadua
two | rua
type of | mataqali

 U
umbrella | iviu
uncle (father’s | tama-, tā
brother)
uncle (father’s | tama- levu, tā levu
older brother)
uncle (father’s | tama- lailai, tā lailai
younger brother) 
uncle (mother’s | mōmō
brother)
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underneath | ruku-, rā
underpants | sapo
unhappy | rarawa
unoccupied | lala
until | me yacova
up, upwards | cake
us (few, not you) | keitou
us (many, not you) | keimami
us (two, not you) | keirau
us (you and I) | kēdaru
us (you and I and  | kedatou
one or a few)
us (you and I and  | keda
many others)
use  | vakayagataka
useful  | yaga

 V
very  | vakalevu, sara, rui
village  | koro, nakoro
visible  | laurai
visitor  | vūlagi
voice   | domo
vomit  | lua

 English - Fijian underneath
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 W
wait  | wāwā
wait for  | wāraka
wake up  | yadra
walk  | taubale
wall (house)  | lālaga
wall (barrier)  | bā, bai
want  | vinakata
want to  | via
wash  | savata
wash clothes  | savasava
wash hands  | vuluvulu
watch  | kaloko, kalokoniliga
watch  | sara-va
watch a film  | yaloyalo
watch out for  | qarauna
water  | wai
we (few, not you)  | keitou
we (many, not you)  | keimami
we (two, not you)  | keirau
we (you and I)  | daru, edaru
we (you and I and  | tou, datou, edatou
one or a few)
we (you and I and  | da, eda
many others) 
weak | malumalumu

wait English - Fijian 
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wear | vaka-, vā
weary | oca, wawale
weather | draki
weave | tali-a
Wednesday | Vukelulu
week | mācawa
weep for | tagi-ca
well | vinaka, vakavinaka
wet | suasua
whale’s tooth | tabua
what | cava
what a pity | isa
when? | naica?
when | ni
where | vei
whether | se
which | cava, i vei
whistle | kalu
white | vulavula
who | cei
why | baleta
wide | rāraba, rabalevu
wife | wati
wife of | radini
will | na
win (game) | qāqā, wini-taka
wind | cagi
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wireless | wālesi
wise | vuku
with (together with) | kei
with (using) | i
with it | kina
woman | yalewa, marama
wood | kau
word | vosa
work | cakacaka
working (functioning) | vinaka
world | vuravura
worn down, | yavu
worn away
wow! | dou! iē!
write | volavola, volā
wrong | cala

 Y
yam | uvi
year | yabaki
yellow | dromodromo
yes | io
yesterday | nanoa
yes (when your | ō
name is called) 
you (few) | dou, odou, kemudou
you (many) | nī, onī, kemunī

wireless English - Fijian 
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you (one) | o, iko
you (polite) | nī, onī, kemunī
you (two) | drau, odrau, 

kemudrau
young, younger | gone
young man | cauravou
young woman | goneyalewa
your (few) | nomudou, kemudou, 

memudou, -mudou
your (many) | nomunī, kemunī, 

memunī, -munī
your (one) | nomu, kemu, memu, 

-mu
your (polite) | nomunī, kemunī, 

memunī, -munī
your (two) | drau, odrau, 

kemudrau
you’re joking! | sā!
youth (young man) | cauravou

 Z
zero | saiva
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PART 18. 
Fijian-English

wordlist
Note that ‘dr’ is considered a separate letter, and 
alphabetised after ‘d’. The prefix ‘i’ is ignored 
for alphabetisation, so that ‘isele’ (knife) is 
alphabetised under ‘s’. 
a the, a, an (at beginning of sentence)

 A
ā | before a verb indicate 

past tense
au | I
awa | hour

 B
bā | fence, (outside) wall
bai | fence, (outside) wall
balabala | tree-fern
balavu | long, tall
ibalebale | meaning
baleta | why? because, about, 

concerning
balu-  | cheek
baqe | bank

a Fijian - English 
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bāravi | coast, shore
basi | bus
basikeli | bicycle
basuka | break open
bata | butter
batabatā | cold
bati-  | tooth
bau  | ever
bēbē  | butterfly
beka  | fruit bat, flying fox
beka | perhaps, maybe, 

might, about, 
approximately

beki | bag
bele | kind of green 

vegetable
benisini | petrol
bera | late
berabera | slow
bese ni | refuse to
bete | priest
bia | beer
bībī | heavy
bili | bill
bili-ga | push
bilo | cup
biu-ta | throw away, leave 

behind
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bogi | night
bogilevu | midnight
boica | smell
bokoca | put out (fire), turn off 

(light)
bose | meeting, have a 

meeting
boso | boss
boto | boat
boto | cane toad
bū | green coconut, its 

juice
bū | grandmother
bu- | grandmother
bue | (water) boil
bui- | tail
bula | live, alive; hello
bulabula | lively, healthy
bulu | buried
ibulubulu | cemetery
buluta | bury
bulumakau | cow, cattle, beef
buno | sweat
bure | dormitory
bure | (ant, hornet) nest
buta | cooked
butako-ca | steal

bogi Fijian - English 
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butō | dark
butobutō | dark

 C
cā | bad, not working
cabe  | climb up (slope), go 

ashore
cagi  | wind
caka | done
cakacaka  | work, job
cakau  | (coral) reef
cakava  | do, make
cake  | up, upwards, above
cala  | wrong
caqe-ta  | kick
cata  | dislike, hate
cauravou  | young man, youth, 

boy
cava  | what, which
cavuta  | pull up, pull out
cegu  | breathe, rest
cei  | who
cici  | run
cicila  | holed, having a hole 

in it
cila  | (sun) shine
cina  | lamp, light, torch, 

flashlight
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ciqoma  | catch; accept
ciwa  | nine
ciwasagavulu  | ninety
cō  | grass
cobo  | clap with cupped 

hands
cola-ta  | carry on the 

shoulders
cudru-va  | angry at
icula  | fork
curu-ma  | enter, exit, go in, go 

out
da  | we (you and I and 

many others)
-da  | our (your and I and 

many others, body 
part or relative)

dabe  | sit
idabedabe  | chair
daku-  | back, behind
daliga-  | ear
dalo  | taro
damudamu  | red
dānisi  | dance
daru we  | (you and I)
-daru  | our (you and I, body 

part or relative)
datou  | we (you and I and 

one or a few)

ciqoma Fijian - English 
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-datou  | our (you and I and 
one or a few, body 
part or relative)

 D
dātuvu  | cowardly
dau  | habitually, always
dau | expert
daunibisinisi | businessman, 

businesswoman
dauqito | sportsman, 

sportswoman
dausoko | sailor
dauteitei | farmer
davo | lie, lie down
idavodavo | bed
dē | in case, might
dē dua | maybe
dedē | for a long time
dela-  | top, above
digia  | choose
diliō  | plover (kind of shore 

bird)
dina  | true, genuine, correct, 

tell the truth
dodonu  | straight, just
dola  | dollar
dola  | open (not closed)
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dolava  | open, turn on (tap)
domi-ca  | suck
domo-  | neck, voice
donu | correct, right
dou  | you (few)
dou!  | good heavens! wow!
dovu  | sugarcane
dua  | one
duadua  | only, alone
duatani  | different
dui  | each
duidui  | different
duka  | dirty
duru-  | knee
dusi- | a point
duva  | fish-poison vine
-dra  | their (many, body 

part or relative)
drā  | blood
drādranu  | insipid, tasteless
draiva  | driver
draiva-taka | drive
draki  | weather
drami-ca  | lick
-dratou  | their (few, body part 

or relative)
drau  | hundred

dolava Fijian - English 
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drau  | you (two)
-drau  | their (two, body part 

or relative)
drau-  | leaf
drauniulu-  | hair
dravudravu  | grey
dravudravua  | poor
drē, dreta  | pull
dredre  | laugh
drēdrē  | difficult, hard
drega  | chewing-gum
dreke-ta  | carry on the back
dreu  | ripe
drō  | run away, flee, escape
drokadroka  | green
dromodromo  | yellow
druka  | lose (game)

 E
e  | in, at, on, with
e  | an article used 

before numbers and 
quantifiers

e dua  | someone, somebody
e dua na  | a, an, one
e dua na kā  | something
e dua tale  | another
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eda  | we (you and I and 
many others)

edaru  | we (you and I)
edatou  | we (you and I and 

one or a few)
Epereli  | April
era  | they (many)
eratou  | they (few)
erau  | they (two)

 F
falawa  | flour
Farānisē  | France
Feperueri  | February
fi ti  | foot, feet (measure)

 G
gā  | only, just
gādē  | go for a walk, go on a 

trip, roam around, be 
on holiday

galala  | free
gāne-  | (man’s) sister or 

female cousin, 
(woman’s) brother or 
male cousin

gata  | snake
gauna | time

eda Fijian - English 
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gaunisala  | road, street
gole  | turn, go
gone  | child
gone  | young, younger
gone ni  | person from
gonetagane  | boy
gonevuli  | student
goneyalewa  | girl, young woman
guilecava  | forget
gūmatua  | enthusiastic, 

hardworking
gunu-va  | drink
gunutī  | light meal of tea and 

biscuits, pancakes 
etc, breakfast

gusu-  | mouth

 I
i  | to, at, in, on, with
i  | of
i liu  | forwards
i muri  | backwards
ia  | and, but
ibe  | mat
iē!  | good heavens! wow!
ika  | fish
-ikeimami  | our (many, body part 

or relative)
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-ikeirau  | our (two, body part 
or relative)

-ikeitou  | our (few, body part 
or relative)

iko  | you (one)
io  | yes
ira  | they, them (many)
iratou  | they, them (few)
irau  | they, them (two)
iri  | fan
irinicagi  | electric fan
isa!  | how charming! how 

sad! what a pity!

 J
jaina  | banana
Jaina | China
Jāmani  | Germany
jamu | jam
Janueri  | January
Jāpani | Japan
joke  | chalk
jokeliti  | chocolate
Julai  | July
Jūnē  | June
kā  | thing
kaba-ta  | climb (tree)
ikabakaba  | stairs

-ikeirau Fijian - English 
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 K
kabi  | stick (adhere)
kaci-va  | call
kaciwa  | be ninth
kadi  | soldier ant
kai  | person from, 

inhabitant of: kai 
Toga person from 
Tonga, Tongan

kai Idia  | Indian
kai Viti  | Fijian
kaila  | scream, shout
kaimua  | crew (of ship), 

deckhand
kākana  | food
kalavo  | rat, mouse
kalima  | be fifth
kalokalo  | star
kaloko  | time, clock, watch
kalokoniliga  | watch
kalou  | god
kalougata  | lucky, blessed
kalu  | whistle
kama  | burn
kamikamica  | sweet
kana  | eat
kana tavako  | smoke (tobacco)
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kanace  | mullet
ikanakana  | taste
kania  | eat
kaono  | be sixth
karakarawa  | blue
karasini  | kerosene, paraffin
karua  | be second
kasitaba  | customs
kāsivi  | ant
kata  | bite
katakata  | hot
katalau  | have breakfast
kāteni  | carton, cardboard 

box
kati- | a bite
katini  | be tenth
kato  | box, bag
katolu  | be third
kātuba  | door
kau  | wood, tree, stick
kau  | taken
kau mai  | brought
kaukaua  | strong, hard
kauta  | take
kauta mai  | bring
kavā  | be fourth

kanace Fijian - English 
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kavica  | be how many-th in 
order

kavitu  | be seventh
kawalu  | be eighth
kaya  | say
kē  | if
kē  | here
keā  | there
kece  | all
keda  | we, us (many, 

including you), our 
(we eat it)

kēdaru  | we, us (two, 
including you), you 
and I, you and me, 
our (we eat it)

kedatou  | we, us (few, 
including you), our 
(we eat it)

kedra  | their (many, they eat 
it)

kedratou  | their (few, they eat it)
kēdrau | their (two, they eat it)
kei  | and, with
kei  | of (he/she eats it)
keimami  | we, us (many, not 

you), our (we eat it)
keirau  | we, us (two, not you), 

our (we eat it)
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keitou  | we, us (few, not you), 
our (we eat it)

keke  | cake
kele  | (vehicle) stop, park
keli-a  | dig
kemu  | your (you eat it)
kemudou  | you (few), your (you 

eat it)
kemudrau  | you (two), your (you 

eat it)
kemunī  | you (many), you 

(polite), your (you eat 
it)

kena   | its, his (he eats it), her 
(she eats it)

Kenatā   | Canada
kequ   | my, mine (I eat it)
kerea   | ask for, request
kerekere   | ask a favour, request, 

make a request
keri   | there (where you are)
kete-   | stomach
kēvakā   | if
kī   | key
kidacala   | surprised
kilā   | know
kina   | in it, on it, at it, to it, 

with it

 Fijian - English keitou
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kisi-va   | kiss
kocokoco   | greedy
kodro   | bark (dog)
kofi   | coffee
kokoroti   | cockroach
kolī   | dog
koro   | village
koronivuli   | school
kote   | top (clothing)
ikoti   | scissors
kotiva   | cut (with scissors)
kovea   | grab
koya   | he, him, she, her
kua ni   | don’t, stop
kubou   | smoke
kuli-   | skin, bark
kumala   | sweet potato
kumi-   | chin, beard
kunea   | find
kuro   | pot
kurokava   | aluminium pot
kurukuru   | thunder

 L
lade   | jump
laga sere   | sing
lago   | fly (insect)

kisi-va Fijian - English 
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lai   | go and
lailai  | little, small, smaller, 

not enough
lairo   | land crab
lako   | go
lako mai   | come
lakova   | fetch, go for
lala   | empty, unoccupied
ilālā   | friend, gang
lālaga   | (house) wall
lasa   | funny
lase   | coral
lasu   | false
lasu-taka   | lie, tell a lie
laukana   | eaten, edible
laurai   | seen, visible
lave-ta   | lift
ilavo   | money
lawa   | net
lawa   | law
lē   | person, people
leka   | too short
lekaleka   | short
leqa   | problem
leqa   | in trouble, held up
lesu   | go back, return
levu   | big, large

 Fijian - English lai 
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levu na   | many, lots of
levulevu   | fat
lewā   | decide
lialia   | stupid, mad
liga-   | arm, hand
ligalala   | poor
liku   | skirt
lila   | thin (not fat)
liliwa   | cool
lima   | five
limasagavulu   | fifty
liu   | go ahead, ahead
liva   | lightning
livaliva   | electricity
loaloa   | black
loga   | bed
lokaloka   | purple
ilokoloko   | pillow
loli   | sweet, lolly, candy
lolo   | coconut milk
loloma   | love, charity, kind
iloloma   | gift, present
loma-   | inside, mind
loma   | inside
lomadonu   | centre, middle
lomālagi   | sky

levu na Fijian - English 
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lomana   | feel sorry for, sorry 
for, care for, kind to

lori   | lorry, truck
lose-  | a mix (kava)
lotu   | church service
lotulevu   | Thursday
lovo   | earth oven
loya   | lawyer
lua   | vomit
lūlulu   | shake hands
lusi   | lose (game)
lutu   | fall
luvata   | take off (clothes)
luve-   | child (offspring)
luve-tagane | son
luve-   | yalewa daughter
luvu   | sink

 M
maca   | finished (liquid), 

empty
macala   | obvious, clear
mācawa   | week
mada   | please, if you don’t 

mind
maderini   | mandarin orange
māduā   | ashamed, 

embarrassed
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madrai   | bread
mai   | come here! give me 

that!
mai   | come and
mai   | here, to me, to us
mai   | at, in, from
maile   | mile
Maji   | March
makawa   | old (thing)
mākete   | market
makubu-   | grandchild
mākutu   | eager, keen
maleka   | delicious
mālua   | later on
malumalumu   | weak
malumu   | soft
mama, mamā   | chew
māmaca   | dry
māmada   | light (not heavy)
māmare   | thin (not thick)
mamau   | full (had enough to 

eat)
mana   | effective
manā   | mangrove lobster
manidia   | manager
manumanu   | animal
manumanuvuka   | bird

madrai  Fijian - English 
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maqo   | mango
maqosa   | (person) neat, tidy
marama   | lady, female chief
mārau   | happy
māsese   | matches
masi   | tapa, barkcloth
māsima   | salt
masu   | pray, say a prayer
mata-   | eye, face
matai   | be first
imatai   | first
mātai   | carpenter, tradesman
mātai  | clever, skilled
matailoilo   | glasses
mataka   | morning
matalotu    | church (organisation)
matanisiga    | sun
matanitū    | government
mataqali    | clan
mataqali    | kind of, sort of, type 

of
matau    | right-handed
imatau    | right (hand)
mate    | die, dead
mate    | disease
mati    | low tide
mātia    | shallow

 Fijian - English maqo
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matua    | mature
mavoa    | hurt, injured
mawī    | left-handed
imawī    | left (hand)
me    | that, so that, in order 

to
me nei    | for
me yacova    | until
mē    | goat
Mē    | May
meda    | our (many, including 

you, we drink it)
mēdaru    | our (two, including 

you, we drink it)
medatou    | our (few, including 

you, we drink it)
medra    | their (many, they 

drink it)
medratou    | their (few, they drink 

it)
mēdrau    | their (two, they drink 

it)
mei    | of (he/she drinks it)
meimami    | our (many, we drink 

it)
meirau    | our (two, we drink it)
meitou    | our (few, we drink it)
meke    | traditional dance

matua   Fijian - English 
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memu    | your (you drink it)
memudou    | your (few, you drink 

it)
memudrau    | your (two, you drink 

it)
memunī    | your (many, polite, 

you drink it)
mequ    | my, mine (I drink it)
Merika    | America, United 

States
meu    | that I
milioni    | million
miniti    | minute
mo    | that you, so that you, 

you should
moce    | sleep; goodbye
imocemoce    | bed
moka    | fish-wall
moko    | lizard
moko-ta    | hug, embrace
moku    | hit, killed
mokusiga    | laze about
mokuta    | hit, kill
molikaro    | lemon
molitaiti    | orange
mōmō    | uncle (mother’s 

brother), father-in-
law

 Fijian - English memu
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mosi    | hurt
mōniti    | Monday
motokā    | car
motovai    | motor-bike
-mu    | your (body part or 

relative)
-mudou    | your (few, body part 

or relative)
-mudrau    | your (two, body part 

or relative)
-munī    | your (many or polite, 

body part or relative)
muri    | go behind, behind
muri-a    | follow
musuka    | cut

 N
na    | the, a, an
na    | will, shall
nā    | mother, mum, 

mother’s sister
nā lailai    | aunt (mother’s 

younger sister)
nā levu    | aunt (mother’s older 

sister)
naica    | when
nakoro    | village
nanoa    | yesterday
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nanuma    | think, remember
nei    | of (he/she owns it, 

uses it or does it)
nei    | aunt (father’s sister), 

mother-in-law
neimami    | our (many, not you)
neirau    | our (two, not you)
neitou    | our (few, not you), 

our home
neu!    | how disgusting!
ni    | of
ni    | when, because, that
nī    | you (many), you 

(polite)
nikua    | today
inima    | bailer 
nimataka    | tomorrow
niu    | coconut
Niusiladi    | New Zealand
niusipepa    | newspaper
noda    | our (many, including 

you)
nōdaru    | our (two, including 

you)
nodatou    | our (few, including 

you), our home 
(including you)

nodra    | their (many)

 Fijian - English nanuma
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nodratou    | their (few), their 
home

nōdrau    | their (two)
nomu    | your
nomudou    | your (few), your 

home
nomudrau    | your (two)
nomunī    | your (many or polite)
nona    | his, her
noqu    | my, mine
Nōveba    | November
nuitaka    | hope, trust in
nuku    | sand
nunu    | dive

 O
o    | an article used before 

pronouns and names
o    | you (one)
ō    | cloud
ō    | yes (when your name 

is called)
oca    | tired, weary
odou    | you (few)
odrau    | you (two)
ogaoga    | busy
oi    | I see
Okosita    | August
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Okotova    | October
onī    | you (many), you 

(polite)
ono    | six
onosagavulu    | sixty
ose    | horse
Ositerēlia    | Australia
osooso    | busy, occupied
ōtela    | hotel
oti    | finished, after, 

already
iotioti    | last
ovisa    | policeman, 

policewoman

 P
paipo    | pipe, tap
pasidia    | passenger
pasipote    | passport
pateta    | potato
peni   | pen
pepa    | paper
Peritānia    | Britain
piano    | piano
polo    | ball
posi    | post office
pusi    | cat
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 Q
qai    | then, next, after, and
qalo-va  | swim to
qāqā  | win (game)
qara  | hole
qarauna  | beware of, watch out 

for
qari  | mangrove crab
qase  | old, older
qasenivuli  | teacher
qau  | my, mine (I eat it)
qele  | earth, soil, land
iqila  | breadfruit picking 

pole
qiō  | shark
qīqō  | narrow
qiri-a  | play (guitar, drum)
qiri-a  | ring (on phone)
qitā  | guitar
qito  | play (sport)
qō  | this, here
qoli  | fish with a net
qori  | that (near you), there 

(near you)
-qu  | my, mine (body part, 

relative)
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 R
ra  | they (many)
rā  | below, underneath
rabalailai  | narrow
rabalevu  | broad, wide
radini-  | wife of
rai-ca  | see, look at
raisi  | rice
raka, rakavī   | rugby
rāraba   | wide
rārama   | light (not dark)
rarawa   | sad, unhappy
ratou   | they, them (few)
rau   | they, them (two)
rauta   | enough
rawa   | able, possible
rawa   | already
rawa ni   | can, able to
rawarawa   | easy, simple
regu-ca   | kiss
rere-vaka   | afraid of, fear
rētiō   | radio
rika   | jump
irogo   | news
rogoca   | hear
rourou   | taro leaves
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rua   | two
ruarua   | both
ruasagavulu   | twenty
ruasagavulukadua   | twenty-one
rui   | too, very
ruku-   | underneath
rumu   | room

 S
sā   | now
sā!   | your joking! 

exclamation of 
surprise etc

sā dina!   | really!
saga-   | thigh
sagā   | try, attempt
saiva   | nil, zero
saku   | long tom (kind of 

fish)
isala   | hat
sapo   | underpants
saqa   | boiled
sara   | straightaway, 

immediately
sara   | very, really
sara gā | very, really
sara-va   | watch
sara yaloyalo   | watch a film
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saravanua   | tourist
isau   | cost, price, pay
sauma   | answer
savasava   | do the washing, wash 

clothes
savasavā   | clean
savata   | clean, wash
se   | still
se bera  | not yet
sē-   | flower, bloom
sede   | cent
sega   | none, be none, not 

exist
sega   | no
sega ni  | not
isele   | knife
senitoa   | hibiscus
Sepiteba   | September
sere-   | chest
sese   | lost, lose one’s way
set   | great
seuta   | stir up
siga   | day
siga   | sun
sigalevu   | midday, early 

afternoon
siganisucu   | birthday
Siganisucu   | Chrismas

 Fijian - English saravanua
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sigatabu   | Sunday
sili   | have a shower, have 

a bath, bathe
sili waitui   | swim in the sea
sīnai   | full
siqileti   | T-shirt
siri   | (fish) fly through the 

air
sīsili   | have a shower, have 

a bath, bathe
sitoa   | shop, store
sivi   | pass, past
siwa   | fish with a line
sō na   | some
sobu   | get off, get down
sobu   | down, downwards
sogo   | closed, shut
sogota   | close, shut, turn off 

(tap)
soka   | soccer
soko   | sail
soli-a   | give
sore-   | seed
sōseti   | sausage
sōsō   | mud, muddy
sota kei   | meet with
sote   | shirt
sōtia   | soldier

sigatabu Fijian - English 
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sova   | (bird) nest
sovu   | soap
suasua   | wet
sucu   | milk
sucu   | born
sucu-   | breast
sui   | bone
isulu   | clothes
isulu vakataga   | man’s pocket sulu
isulu vakatoga   | wraparound sulu, 

sarong
sureta   | invite
suru-ta   | sneeze on
susuga   | raise (child)

 T
tā taya   | chop, cut
tā   | father, dad, uncle 

(father’s brother)
tā lailai | uncle (father’s 

younger brother)
tā  levu | uncle (father’s older 

brother)
taba-ka   | press, print, play 

(piano)
tabu   | forbidden, not 

allowed
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taci-   | (man’s) younger 
brother or cousin, 
(woman’s) younger 
sister or cousin

tadra, tadrā   | dream
taga   | bag, sack
tagane   | male, man
tagi-ca   | cry for, weep for
tai   | the other side
taki   | fetch water, serve 

yaqona
itaki   | spoon
tākoso   | cross
talanoa   | chat
italanoa   | story
italatala   | (church) minister
talā   | send on an errand, 

send to do something
tale   | again
tale gā   | also, too
tāleitaka   | like, enjoy
talevoni   | telephone
tali-a   | weave
tama-   | father, father’s 

brother
tama-lailai | uncle (father’s 

younger brother)

 Fijian - English taci-
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tama-levu | uncle (father’s older 
brother)

tamata   | person, people
tani    | away
tānoa    | kava-bowl
tāoni    | town
tara    | allowed, permitted
tarā    | feel, touch
tarausese    | trousers, pants
tarava    | be next
tarawau    | kind of seasonal fruit 

like a small plum
taro    | question
taro-ga    | ask
tatau    | take leave, say 

goodbye
tau    | (rain) fall
itau    | friend
taubale    | walk
taucoko    | all, complete
tauelu    | towel
itaukei    | owner
taura    | take, hold
tautauvata    | same, equal
tauvimate    | ill, sick
tāvaka    | go to meet
tavako    | tobacco

tama-levu Fijian - English 
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tavale    | cousin (child of 
father’s sister of 
mother’s brother), 
brother-in-law

tavaya   | bottle
itavi    | job, duty
tavioka    | cassava, tapioca, 

manioc
tavuteke-taka    | fry
tawa    | (place) occupied
tebenigusu-    | lip
tei,    | tea plant
iteitei    | farm, garden, 

plantation
tekivū    | begin, start
tēveli    | table
tēvoro    | devil
tī    | tea
itibi    | cigarette
tiki-    | bit, piece
tikina    | district
tikinisiga    | date
tiko    | stay, be, reside, live
tikolō!    | shut up!
tilou!    | sorry!
tina-    | mother, mother’s 

sister
tina-lailai    | aunt (mother’s 

younger sister)
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tina-levu    | aunt (mother’s older 
sister)

tini    | ten
tinikaciwa    | nineteen
tinikadua    | eleven
tinikalima    | fifteen
tinikaono    | sixteen
tinikarua    | twelve
tinikatolu    | thirteen
tinikavā    | fourteen
tinikavitu    | seventeen
tinikawalu    | eighteen
Tīseba    | December
toa    | chicken
toboka    | catch (thing running)
tolu    | three
tolusagavulu    | thirty
torotoro    | shave
toso    | move
totoka    | beautiful, handsome, 

fine
totolo    | fast, quick
tou    | we (you and I and 

one or a few)
itovo    | behaviour, custom, 

habit
tovolea    | try, test, taste
tū    | stand, stop, be, be 

situated

tina-levu Fijian - English 
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tuaka-    | (man’s) older brother 
or cousin, (woman’s) 
older sister or cousin

tuba    | outside
tubu    | grow
tūcake    | stand
tuituina    | salty
tuka-    | grandfather
tukai    | grandfather
tukuna    | say, tell
itukutuku    | message, report
tulou    | excuse me (for 

standing above, 
passing close behind 
etc)

tūraga    | man, gentleman, 
male chief

tūsiti    | Tuesday

 U
ua    | high tide
uasivi    | excellent
uca    | rain
uciwai    | river
ucu-    | nose
udolu    | thousand
ulu-    | head, hair
ura    | prawn
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urau    | lobster
uro    | fat (meat)
uro    | expression of 

appreciation to good-
looking person

uto    | breadfruit
uto-    | heart
uvi    | yam
uvu-ca | blow

 V
vā    | four
vā-    | same as vaka-, used 

before g. k. and q
vacu-ka    | punch
vaka-    | like; have, wear, put 

on, carry; say
vakā    | like, similar
vakabauta    | believe
vakabula    | say hello
vakacā    | badly, poorly, not 

well
vakacalakā    | accident
vakacava    | how, how about
vakacegu    | rest, retire
vakadōnui    | allowed, permitted
vakadōnuya    | allow
vakailavo    | rich

urau Fijian - English 
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vakalailai    | a little, a bit
vakalevu    | a lot, much, very
vakalolo    | cooked in coconut 

milk
valaloloma    | pitiful, poor, pathetic
vakamacala-taka    | explain
vakamāduā    | embarrassing
vakamālua    | slowly, gently
vakamatea    | kill
vakamau    | married (official, 

church), marriage 
ceremony

vakamoce    | say goodbye
ivakamoko    | bra
ivakananumi    | souvenir, memorial
vakanuinui   | hope, trust
vakaraitaka    | show
vakarau    | ready
vakarau    | about to, soon
vakarautaka    | prepare, get ready
vakaraubuka    | Friday
vakarauwai    | Saturday
vakarogo-ca    | listen to
vakarokoroko    | show respect
vākāsama-taka    | think
vakasaqa-ra    | cook (by boiling), 

boil (food)
vakasausau    | clap, applaud
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vakasigalevu    | eat lunch
ivakasigalevu    | lunch
vakatarā    | allow
vakatarai    | allowed, permitted
vakatavako    | smoke (tobacco)
vakatawase    | New Year
vakatotolo    | fast, quickly
vākau-ta    | send (letter, parcel)
vakavālagi    | English, ‘European’
vakavinaka    | well
vakaviti    | Fijian
vakavūlagi    | have a visitor
vakawati    | married
vakayagataka    | use
vakayakavi    | have dinner
ivakayakavi    | dinner
vakayalia    | lose
vākilā    | feel (sense)
vale    | house, home
vale vakaviti    | traditional Fijian 

house
valelailai    | toilet
valenikana    | restaurant
valenikuro    | kitchen
valenilotu    | church (building)
valenisili    | bathroom
valenivō    | toilet

vakasigalevu Fijian - English 
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valenivolavola    | office
vanua    | land, place
vāqarā    | look for
vāqō    | like this, this way, 

this direction
vāqori    | like that (what you 

do)
vāsagavulu    | forty
vatu    | rock, stone
ivāvā    | shoe
vāvaku    | thick
vavi    | baked
vavia    | bake
vāyā    | like that, that way, 

that direction
vata    | together
vavā    | carry (child) on back
vei    | where, which
vei-    | every 
veisiga  | every day
veikau    | bush, forest
veilewai-taka    | try, put on trial
veimāmā    | half, middle
veimau    | play cards
veisau-taka    | change
veitalanoa    | conversation
veitālia    | never mind, it 

doesn’t matter
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veivacu    | box, boxing
veivosaki    | conversation, 

arrangement
veivuke    | help
veiwali    | joke
veve   | crooked
via    | want to
viakana    | hungry
viamoce    | tired, sleepy
viavialevu    | arrogant
vica    | how much, how 

many
vinaka    | good, well, 

better, working 
(functioning)

vinaka | thank you
vinaka cake    | better
vinaka duadua    | best
vinaka vakalevu     | thank you very much
vinakata     | want
vinivō     | dress, frock
viri-taka     | throw
vitu     | seven
vitusagavulu     | seventy
iviu     | umbrella
vō     | left, remaining
voci-a     | peel (with the fingers, 

eg banana)

veivacu Fijian - English 
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vōdea     | shallow
vodo     | get on, board
ivodovodo     | fare
vōkete     | bucket
volā     | write
ivola     | book, letter
ivolatabu     | bible
volavola     | write
vōleka     | close, near
vōleka ni     | soon, almost
volia     | buy
volitaka     | sell
volivoli     | shopping
vonu     | turtle
voroka     | break, smash
vosa     | speak, talk, language, 

word
vosalevu     | cheeky
vosota!     | sorry!
vou     | new
vū     | cough
vū-     | reason
vū-     | tree: vuniuto 

breadfruit tree
vua-     | fruit
vuā     | to him, to here
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vuaka     | pig, pork
vucesā     | lazy
vucesā  na   | not feel like
vudi     | cooking banana
vuka     | fly
vukea     | help
vukelulu     | Wesnesday
vuku     | clever, wise
vula     | moon, month
vūlagi     | visitor, guest
vulavula     | white
vuli-ca     | learn, study
vuli lēsoni     | study, do homework
vuluvulu     | wash hands
vunikau     | tree
vunivola     | clerk, secretary
wuniwai     | doctor
vuravura     | earth, world
vuti-     | body hair
vutu     | ache
vutuniyau     | rich
vūvale     | family
vuvu     | muddy (water)
vūvū     | jealous
wā     | string
wai     | water

vuaka Fijian - English 
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wailevu     | river
wainibū     | juice of green coconut
wainimate     | medicine
waitui     | sea
waiwai     | oil
waka-     | root
wale gā     | only
wālesi     | wireless, radio
walia     | cure
walu     | eight
walusagavulu     | eighty
wānisiwa     | fishing-line
waqa     | canoe, ship
waqaca     | light (fire), turn on 

(light)
waqavuka     | aeroplane
wāraka     | wait for
wasa, wasawasa     | ocean
wati-     | husband, wife
wavu     | bridge
wāwā     | wait
wawale     | weary
weleti     | pawpaw, papaya
wili-ka     | count, read
wini-taka     | win
wīwī     | bitter
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 Y
yā     | that, there
yabaki     | year, age
yaca     | namesake
yaca-     | name
yaco     | arrive, happen
yadra     | wake up, awake
yadra!     | good morning
yaga     | useful
yago-     | body
yakavi     | late afternoon, 

evening
yalewa     | female, woman, lady
yali     | missing, not there, 

lost
yalo-     | soul, spirit
yalodina     | faithful, honest
yaloka     | egg
yalomālua     | gentle
yalovinaka     | kind, nice
yaloyalo     | film, movie, watch a 

film
yame-     | tongue
yani     | there, to it
yanuyanu     | island

yā  Fijian - English 
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yaqona    | kava
yasa-     | side, beside
yasa ni     | beside
yasana     | province
yau     | I, me
yava-     | leg, foot
yavu     | worn down, worn 

away
yawa     | far
yawa     | hour
iyāyā     | baggage, luggage, 

goods
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NOTES


